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Abstract
The current master thesis presents an individual project or more of an
idea about the design and construction of simple based, zoomorphic
walking quadruped robot. It is supposed to be an alternative and
improvement over the previous "QuadroTot" and "Aracna" designs, by
changing the morphology and also adding and utilizing different kind
of sensors regarding motion, touch, proximity and vision for perceiving
and measuring its surroundings and own self-state. The main objective
of the project is to create a platform that can infer the terrain state of an
predictable and structured environment through the sensory input with
the help of evolutionary algorithms and machine learning, but also be
suitable for students to use it further in future studies on evolutionary
robotics and artificial intelligence. Therefore, one of the project’s subtask
is to make the platform more flexible, powerful and give it the possibilities
of autonomy, Thus the incorporation of an small computer and battery
module has also been decided to be absolutely necessary for the whole
device. Networking and connectivity features have also been made
available for remote connection - enabling monitor and control.
The project focuses more on the constructing, and especially on
the electronics and software part of the robotic system. The ideas,
considerations and actions taken during the process. And as a finish, it
gives an exampolary demonstration of how the platform could conduct an
ER (EA) task just as a proof of concept.
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Part I
Introduction
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In our daily lives, whether directly or indirectly, with or without
realizing it, we rely on interactions andwork done by others. And in almost
all cases, at some stage, those others comprises of autonomous machines
(robots) performing those tasks instead of us.
These machines emerged as the result of the search for an artificial
worker that could substitute the human labor either in physical or
intellectual aspects. Given the constantly improving technology that made
resolving computations or other engineering problems not possible before,
the world soon began to see these new type of devices more often, and with
it the rise of a new field of science dedicated to the study of their design,
application and use - robotics. [page xii, 82]
The term robot has been applied to a vast majority of mechanical
devices such as teleoperators, underwater vehicles, autonomous land
rovers, etc. And even though by its original introduction by the Czech
playwright Karel Capek in his 1920 play Rossums’s Univesal Robots, it
depicted android creatures, mimicing human behaviour and handling
associated with that tasks in similar fashion.
Some of the definitions of the word robot could be - anything that
operates with some degree of autonomy, most often under computer
control.[chapter 1, 55]. Fig.I illustrates a typical (mobile) robotic system.
It is basically a sensor equipped platform that can perceive its environment
and act differently depending on its internal programming (behavior) and
environment (stimuli). The robot acts through its mechanical actuators and
can notify or signal directly nearby robots or other devices or communicate
to other systems via different communication interfaces.
Figure 1: Simplified schematic diagram of a (mobile) robotic system
Being relatively new field, robotics intertwines in itself mechanical,
electrical engineering and other natural sciences. The field was created as
branch of technology that deals with the design, construction, operation
and application, as well as computer systems for their control, sensory
feedback and information processing.[68]. It also created several subfields
in science such as Evolutionary Robotics.
3
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Chapter 1
Robotics and Evolutionary
Robotics (ER)
The construction design (morphology) and control (behavior/artificial
brain) are the two main cornerstones of any robotic system , and as such
different approaches and methodologies have been developed for resolv-
ing tasks and potential issues in the field. One of the more “unorthodox”
methods that has been taking up recently is the integration of Evolution-
ary Computing (EC) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques in robotics.
These methods represent a special kind of computing and algorithms, that
borrow ideas from natural evolution and life development[chapter 1, 14].
EC algorithms present an pproach towards optimization methods with
a metaheuristic or stochastic optimization character and are mostly applied
for problems that does not have exact known definition or no derivatives
known (black box problems). Often in the context of expensive optimiza-
tion. EC uses iterative progress, such as growth or development in a pop-
ulation. This population is then selected in a guided random search using
linear or parallel processing to achieve the desired end.[36] The combina-
tion of Robotics and Evolutionary Computation(EC) produced evolution-
ary robotics(ER). ER is a methodology that utilizes evolutionary computa-
tion to develop controllers for autonomous robots. Algorithms in ER fre-
quently operate on populations of candidate controllers, initially selected
from some distribution. This population is then repeatedly modified ac-
cording to a fitness function. In the case of genetic algorithms (or “GAs”),
a common method in evolutionary computation, the population of candid-
ate controllers is repeatedly grown according to crossover, mutation and
other GA operators and then culled according to the fitness function. It is
theoretically possible to use any set of symbolic formulations of a control
laws (sometimes called a policies in the machine learning community) as
the space of possible candidate controllers. Artificial neural networks can
also be used for robot learning outside of the context of evolutionary ro-
botics. In particular, other forms of reinforcement learning can be used for
learning robot controllers[59]
Although, not strictly a part of the Evolutionary Computation, Neural
Networks (methodology from Machine Learning) are by far the most
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common type of controllers used in evolutionary robotics. These can be
encoded for the process of evolution in a variety of ways. As an example a
controller implemented as a Neural Network (NN) is represented as a set
of connection weights. As the learning in NN happens inside the weights,
that is usually the part of the network that us actually evolved. As most of
the tasks in ER tend to be specific and have a narrow objective, the NN
used to solve them are usually small. The majority of neural networks
used in evolutionary robotics are small.[59] Commonly NN require a set
of training examples consisting of both a hypothetical or real input and a
desired answer. In many robot learning applications the desired answer
is an action for the robot to take. These actions are usually not known
explicitly a priori, instead the robot can, at best, receive a value indicating
the success or failure of a given action taken. Evolutionary algorithms are
natural solutions to this sort of problem framework, as the fitness function
need only encode the success or failure of a given controller, rather than
the precise actions the controller should have taken. An alternative to the
use of evolutionary computation in robot learning is the use of other forms
of reinforcement learning, such as q- learning, to learn the fitness of any
particular action, and then use predicted fitness values indirectly to create
a controller.
Though a significant percentage of robots in commission today are
either human controlled, or operate in a static environment, there is an
increasing interest in robots that can operate autonomously in a dynamic
environment. These robots require some combination of navigation
hardware and software in order to traverse their environment. In particular
unforeseen events (e.g. people and other obstacles that are not stationary)
can cause problems or collisions. Some highly advanced robots such
as ASIMO, and Meinü robot have particularly good robot navigation
hardware and software. Also, self-controlled cars, Ernst Dickmanns’
driverless car, and the entries in the DARPA Grand Challenge, are capable
of sensing the environment well and subsequently making navigational
decisions based on this information. Most of these robots employ a
GPS navigation device with waypoints, along with radar, sometimes
combined with other sensory data such as LIDAR, video cameras, and
inertial guidance systems for better navigation between waypoints.[68]
The (self-) awareness is a vital part of a robot, robot (self-)sensing has
been developing also. Sensors allow robots to receive information about
a certain measurement of the environment, or internal components. This
is essential for robots to perform their tasks, and act upon any changes
in the environment to calculate the appropriate response. They are used
for various forms of measurements, to give the robots warnings about
safety or malfunctions, and to provide real time information of the task
it is performing.As the robots behaviour is a consequence, a reaction that
manifests itself, from interactions and sensing of the robot’s environment,
especially for unstructured ones (unpredictable and unplanned). For this
reason in ER , sensors (or any other kind perceptual feedback) is extremely
imporortant, and is considered an inseparable part of any system of the
kind. As any EC algorithm (in ER) is always contains and depends of
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some input(feedback evalution), so it will be considered that the robot’s
self-sensing as subpart of whole area of ER.[68]
1.1 Evolutionary Computing (EC) and Evolutionary
Robotics (ER)
Some of the first ideas and first works in EC began to appear the in
60s [50] and 70s [41]. They helped to lay out the fundament of what
was to become EC, by incurring new computational and algorithmic
abstractions based on Darwin’s theory evolution that nature. These works
proved to be groundbraking because they promised to transfer variety and
efficiency of living orgarnism to artificial subjects/agents, such as robotic
systems.[chapter1, 29]
The whole area of EC consists of implementations of different
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), which from a practical viewpoint, are
population-based metaheuristics that provide the human engineer with a
set of tools to address particular optimization problems. The core prin-
ciples are built upon two complementary mechanisms, inspired from Dar-
win’s original principles: blind variations (favoring the introduction of new
candidates) and survival of the fittest (favoring pressure towards the best
individuals). Fig.1.1 illustrates this process with the example of offline be-
havior optimization of an autonomous agent through EA and simulation.
The left part of the image illustrates the evolutionary loop: an initial pop-
ulation of random individuals is generated randomly, each individual cor-
responding to a genome (e.g. a set of parameters or specifications encoded
in a specific pattern) that determines a particular robot control configur-
ation. Individuals are ranked according to their performance in order to
select a subset of these individuals. The subset becomes the ”parents”, and
they will then be used to generate new ”children” individuals, whose gen-
omes are created using variation operators. Such as recombining and mer-
ging several parent genomes (crossover) to produce the new individual and
thenmodifying some of his genes (mutation). This whole optimization pro-
cess is runs iteratively as it goes on until a pre-defined criterion is reached
(e.g. maximum number of evaluations, desired performance, etc.). The
right part of the image displays the simulation environment, where indi-
viduals are tested and evaluated. In this case, a navigation task is given(i.e.,
a two-wheel robot should explore a maze, and find the shortest route to-
wards the goal and the goal as overall). In this example, deliberately sim-
plified, the aim is to design an automatic control architecture allowing an
autonomous mobile robot to explore a maze. On the one side, the genome
encodes the parameters of an artificial neural network connecting sensory
inputs to motor outputs. On the other side, the performance of this gen-
ome is assessed by the behavior of the autonomous robot in the simulated
environment. The simulation acts as evaluation operator (fitness function),
that maps a set of parameters (genome values) of the robot’s NN to a real
value quantifying its performance (fitness value). It is also called a black-
box function as it cannot be derived/defined directly (parametricelly) with
7
Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of exampolary ER task
an equation of the set task. In the particular case of ER, evaluation also
encompasses a set of transformation, from the genome values to the actual
phenotypic representation of a candidate solution (e.g. a robot with a spe-
cific morphology and controller), and then to the fitness value, which is the
result of the behavior produced by a particular robot. An important remark
is that the nature of the evaluation process is completely independent from
the viewpoint of evolution in the offline setting, and only results in fitness
values to be used for further ranking and selection.[chapter 1, 29]
The main goal of introducing EC in robotics is to provide a way for
automatic process able to model, and even build the optimal robotic system
given only the specification of the task itself. The main desire is to obtain
machines that fully and robustly exploit the non-linear dynamics offered
by their structure and their surrounding without having to model them
exlplicitly.[29]
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1.2 Brief history fo ER
Though Evolutionary Robotics (ER) has been formed as an “official”
term/science field in since the early 1990s and has been gaining on great
popularity since then, some of the first steps in that direction could be
traced back to the early late 1940’s and early 1950’s.
Probably the very first experiment on the subject in the 1950’s conduc-
ted by neurophysiologyst Grey Walter, created Elsie tortoise robot, one of
eight built, with phototube eye and two vacuum tube amplifiers driving
relays that controlled steering and drive motors. Exhibited very lively and
adaptive behavior, would dance near a lighted recharging hutch until its
battery ran low, then enter. Its simple tropisms resemble bacterial "intelli-
gence". The overall idea of Walter, was to study simple reflex actions and
to test his theory on complex behavior arising from neural interconnec-
tions.[59]
"He was convinced that the connections within the brain, and the
number of connections , aare of much greater importance in giving rise
to intelligence than the number if brain cells". the robot system with two
cell nervous system.[82]
Between the 1961-1963, John Hopkins created a series of autonomous
named the Hopkins Beast. Using dozens of transistors, the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Lab’s "Beast" wandered white hallways,
centering by sonar, until its batteries ran low. Then it would seek black
wall outlets with special photocell optics, and plug itself in by feel with
its special recharging arm. After feeding, it would resume patrolling.
Much more complex than Elsie, its deliberate behavior its intelligence
was comparable to a nucleated single-cell organism like a paramecium
or amoeba.[59][67] Fig. 3.3 John Hopkins “Beast”-s [67] A couple of
years later, 1966, a group of researchers - L. Fogel, A. Owens, M. Walsh,
published a paper[41] that would lay out the basic groundwork and give
the introduction of what would become ER. The ideas presented there are
nearly identical and relevant to those that would be presented in recent
work 40 years later under the rubric of ER. In their research - series of
experiments using artificial evolution to derive finite statemachines (FSMs)
for repetitive string recognition and number pattern prediction tasks are
performed and presented (in much more depth than might be expected
in modern work). Some of these concepts reappear in Holland’s seminal
monograph of 1975.[59] In the 1970’s "Stanford Cart" line follower and
SRI’s "Shakey" blocks-world reasoner were developed. They were the first
mobile robots to be controlled by computers (largemainframes doing about
a quarter million calculations per second, linked to the vehicles by radio).
Both used television cameras to see. The Cart could followwhite lines quite
reliably, Shakey could find large prismatic objects somewhat less reliably.
Their control complexity was far greater than Elsie’s or the Beast’s (lines
can be tracked using simple Elsie-like techniques with ground- mounted
lights and photocells, but it takes complex adaptation and prediction to do
it with ambient light from a high vantage point), and the use of computers
to control robots can be 11compared to the advent of multicellular animals
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with nervous systems in the Cambrian explosion, which similarly took
the lid off behavioral complexity.[67] Fig. 3.4 (left) Standford cart – line
follower; (right) “Shakey” – block reasoned.[67] In 1975Holland pusblished
[41]. This classic monograph introduces evolutionary algorithms andmany
mark this as the starting point of the field of evolutionary computation.
It presents Holland’s schema theory and bit-string representation. It
also presents some theorems, but many of these do not generalize to
more complex continuous genome spaces.[59] In the 1980’s , the Standfort
Cart was upgraded. A million calculation per second computer and
more complex program allowed the Cart to sparsely map and negotiate
3D obstacle courses, taking five hours to cover 30 meters, a sluglike
performance. A sliding camera was used to gain stereoscopic vision.
At the time, the prevailing approach of implementing and defining
artificial intellegince was through the so called "symbolic representation".
As the Standford cart and Shakey used this methodology, their control
scheme was based upon reading data from their sensors and constructing
and maintaining an internal map of its surrounding. Using this spatial
map, both robots would first plan their move and then actually execute
it (move certain amount distance and then iterate from start). This whole
cycle of operations was also know to a Sense-Plan-Act cycle and it exhibited
several serious drawbacks. One of it was that is computationally very
expensive to support this internal representation, and to keep the position
and orientation of the robot correct as it traversed through its environmet.
As it had infer that the objects around it are still the same ones before but
just robot point of view is changed proved complex.
In 1986, Rodney Brooks, suggested a layered based behaviour, in which
task is divided into a number of basic behaviours by the designer and each
basic behaviour is implemented in a separate layer of the robot control
system - this is what formed the agent based system. The control system
is built up incrementally layer by layer and each layer is responsible for a
single basic behaviour. The coordination mechanism of basic behaviours
is usually designed through a trial and error process and the behaviours
are coordinated by a central mechanism. In this, he argued the idea of
the Sense-Plan-Act (Symbolic representation) approach as he emphasized
that simple animals, cannot simply have own the cognitive and intellectual
power to create and support an internal map of the dynamic and diverse
world they live in. As the world is "its best ownmodel", there’s no need for
additional complexity.
1.3 Characteristics of ER
Advantages:
- The practical use of such methods does not require strong mathemat-
ical know-how so as to be efficient in any context.[chapter 1, 29]
- Automatic robot controller development methods that do not require
hand coding or in-depth human knowledge are potentially of great value
because it may be possible to apply them to domains in which humans
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have insufficient knowledge to develop adequate controllers directly.[60]
- Its anytime nature – the ability to provide one or several solutions
anytime the algorithm is stopped[chapter 1, 29]
Disadvantages:
- Does not always guarantee convergence around global “optima”.[60]
- Difficulty representing (translating) the original problem context to the
problem solving space
1.4 Challenges
There are a number of challenges currently facing the field, including trans-
ferring evolved robots from simulation to physical machines; scalability
issues; and the difficulty of defining appropriate fitness functions for auto-
matically measuring behavior. [21] The Reality Gap Problem. Both biolo-
gical and artificial evolution are notorious for exploiting the potential re-
lationship between the animal (or robot) and its environment to produce
new behaviors. For instance the lightweight property of feathers, which
are thought to have originally evolved for heat regulation, was later ex-
ploited for flight. However, if robots are optimized in a simulator, artificial
evolutionmay exploit simplifications or inaccuracies in how physics is sim-
ulated. Such evolved control policies may then fail to reproduce the desired
behavior when transferred from simulated to physical robots. This failure
of evolved solutions to “cross the gap” from simulation to reality is known
as the “reality gap” problem and is one of the major challenges facing the
field.[21]
Combinatorics of evaluation. It was identified early on that the time
required to evaluate a single robot might grow exponentially with the
number of parameters used to describe its task environment. For example,
consider a robot that must grasp m different objects under n different
lighting conditions. Each robot must be evaluated for how well it grabs
each object under each lighting condition, requiring mn evaluations per
robot. If there are p parameters describing the task environment and
each parameter has s different settings, then each robot must be evaluated
times.[21] 8
Evolvability. Evolving all aspects of a complex machine such as a
robot is a daunting, high- dimensional optimization problem. Biological
evolution. faces the same challenge yet seems to have addressed it by
a process known as the evolution of evolvability. A species with high
evolvability is defined as one that can more rapidly adapt to changes in
its environment than a similar species with lower evolvability.[21]
Fitness Function Design. The original and continued goal of evolution-
ary robotics is to make as few assumptions about the final form of the robot
or the kind of behavior that should be generated. However, designing a fit-
ness function that rapidly discovers desirable solutions without biasing it
toward particular solutions is notoriously difficult.[21]
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Part II
The project
13

Scarab is a quadruped robotic platform utilizing an array of sensors
that may be used for teaching and learning more about robotics and
mechatronics in general, but that has also the potential for implemention
of algorithms for evolutionary robotics, utilizing sensory input. Previously,
the Aracna robot has been used for that purpose, but it has some built-in
limitations and features, like limited kinematic freedom in the legs, small
"cargo"/carriage area and insufficient processing power provided by the
8-bit microcontroller "Arbotix" board. Also the platform lacks any sensors,
except the ones built-in into the "smart" servo-motors used for actuating the
robot. The design of the Scarab will be towarded to accomodate for better
freedom of movement - adding additional degree of freedom. Adding
motion, proximity, touch, and/or other sensors. A communication line
shall also be implented. A battery compartment could also be utilized as
for means for autonomous work.
The goal of the project is to design and build a more powerful and
flexible robot platform that could be used to teach or be studied/used by
students so they can implement their own robot applications. It may also
be used to investigate, implement, and test a set of for on-line learning and
adaptation based on sensory data perceived by the robot’s own sensors.
For this reason, it must be investigated what sensors may be benefiticial
and equiped for the robot structure, some abstraction functions and simple
processing of the sensor data should be performed and provided. It should
be investigated how much of this is possible on a on-board processing
platform, so a proper control board could be chosen. A documented
schematics of the platform and an interface should be provided, as a way of
interfacing the raw data as well as the processed data for future users. The
interface could also be or include a way to control and monitor the robot
as whole, as an application running on a PC/Tablet/Phone or as a seperate
RC device.
The sensors data should then be tested on some machine learning
algorithm(s) to demonstrate the platform’s functionality. One example of
this would be using an accelerometer, gyroscopes, pressure/touch and/or
other sensors to infer the current terrain type. Another example could be
the detection and avoidance of obstacles through interpreting info from
touch, proximity and/or camera sensors and/or reading motor state.
Milestones of the project include:
- Investigation into previous research on evolutionary robotics and
robot self-sensing. Writing 10-page essay resuming relevant work. (Part
already completed , I think, I am still waiting for a response.)
- Investigate to the design of Aracna, suggest improvements, design
and build a new robot platform (Choosing the morphogy, actuators and
mechanical parts of the robot).
- Investigate and choose suitable sensors for the robot. (accelerometers,
gyroscopes, magnetometers, pressure/touch sensors, proximity sensors
and/or camera).
- Investigate for a suitable control platform, the processing power for
the robot (MCU/FPGA board, single board computer, direct PC link)
- Equip sensors and measure / calibrate.
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- Invegistigate and equip proper communication devices for the robot.
- Interpret sensor data, provide simplified functions to interact with
robot’s components and design interface for the robot. The interface
maybe running on a PC/phone/tablet as GUI control panel, or maybe
implemented as a seperate remote control (RC) device. (like RC control)
- (optional) Apply machine learning techniques utilizing the sensor
data to infer terrain status and/or obstacle detection and avoidance.
My basic idea is to create a robot platform: design the body (morpho-
logy), choose and equip it with motors, sensors, communication devices,
etc. Provide it with the (driver) software needed to control it Also an inter-
face to that, via some comm device.(remotely via Computer device or my
own custom RC control) .Some work on classifications (machine learning)
about terrain.
But mostly make available for others to learn, something that could be
used in the future.
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Chapter 2
Background
Recently, we’ve seen the huge increase in the use of different robots which
are intended to perform a wide spectrum of service tasks in unstrustucted
and unpredictable environments. Some of those tasks consist of such as
search and rescue, surveillance, exploration and security missions as well
as provide assistance to various users. The emergence of mobile machines
for these new services in unstructured environments has significantly
broaden ed research and development challenges [page 22-25, 82][56]. A
specific focus of the mobile robots has been taken, as that is the kind of
platform that is going to be developed in the current thesis. A legged robot
approach has been chosen as that architecture as that is more universal,
promenient and adaptable to different kinds rough/rugged terrains, than,
for example, a wheel or track based solution.
The robots behaviour is a consequence, a reaction that manifests itself,
from interactions and sensing of the robot’s environment, either the un-
structured environmonents (unpredictable and unplanned) or structured.
For this readon robots and sensors are an inseperable parts.
The morpholy of a robot, its shape and body plan, the positioning of its
sensors and actuators that move it around. A robot’s morphology has to be
very carefully designed so that it’s fit for purpose [page 5, 82]
2.1 Current platforms for ER research - QuadroTot
and Aracna
At present, there are two main mobile legged robots (QuadroTot and
Aracna) used at UiO for experimentation and exploration of walking
gaits and other tasks utilizing EAs and ML. Both robots’ morphology
depicts a quadruped crab, with certain restrictions in movement freedoms
which have been modeled in specifically for the purpose of exploiting it
during the evolutionary process and observe what kind of strategies the
algorithms would implement for overcomming this limitation. [83]
Another feature that both of the robots are lacking is the abundance
of different types of sensory feedback, except for the information received
from the servo motors. And additionally, this depends whether just
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(a) Top view (center) (a - laying flat) of
the mechanical (morphological) and kin-
ematic structure of the robot illustrat-
ing the servos positioning, indexing and
freedom of motion. Also shown ar differ-
ent postures to
(b) Profile (side) view of a leg
Figure 2.2: QuadraTot’s mechanical/kinematic composition[48]
Some of the shortcomings of the platform are that it does not have any
exteroceptive or interoceptive feedback other than the Dynamixels’ sensory
data (Load, Speed, Torque, Voltage, etc.) which even though available,
have not been used in the future experiments (open-loop control).[48][83]
Additionaly it suffers from lack of built-in interfaces such as GPIOs, ADCs,
PWMs, I2Cs, UARTs, SPIs, etc. Except for its USBs and a single Ethernet
ports, there are no other means for the platform expand its connectivity
or to enable communication to external devices. Though it is possible,
to attach add-on modules (via USB), those components add extra layer of
complexity, latency, size, weight and cost to the overall system.
During the testing it has been found that the robot was little too heavy
to produce quick and responsive fluid motions, at almost 2kg when fully
equipped, the robot was too encumbered, and that’s why all its test runs
have been executed in bare bones configuration - removing the computer
and the battery pack - thus reducing the overall weight to 1.4kg. In that
case the communication and power to the robot are provided by tethering
(ref. Fig.2.3).
Though deliberate, another major disadvantage of the system is that it
cannot effectively turn, thoughmoving forward, backward and strafing are
possible, overtaking around corners and turning while walking are tedious
operations.
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Figure 2.3: QuadraTot - minimal setup, additional rubber add-ons put one
the leg tips to give better raction [83]
2.1.2 Aracna
Aracna emerged as a next version of QuadraTot, as some problemswith the
Quadrotot’s weight (heavy feet and torso) and its distribution arose during
the physical experiments on the platform, which hindered the execution
of motor motions when commanded so. It was noticed that frequently,
the robot’s motors would overheat or shutdown due to excesive tourque
exerted onto them when the simulated (evolved) gait was applied or the
gait oscillated too much - this occurred quite often with walking patterns
produced by the HyperNEAT algorithm - due to the reality gap.
Figure 2.4: Aracna - 3D rendered model with some transparency to show
the inside layout of the robot’s bidy and legs mechanisms [52]
To ameliorate the mechanical issues, a new morphology with better
mechanical advantage and kinematics was employed. It was more
lightweight and compact, but at the expense reducedmobility - less degrees
of freedom, decreased angle ranges for the joints movement such so the
legs cannot extend fully out thus the body is constantly off ground - and
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less computational power - less autonomy possible. [83][51][17].
When fully equiped, Aracna weighs 1.3kg, which is about the same
when QuadraTot is running in tethered mode (minimal setup).It has 8 DOF
(4 legs compriisng of 2 parts each), as the waist-joint has been removed and
also features 8 of the more powerful Dynamixel AX-18As servo motors.
The on-board PC has been replaced by a microcontroller board (Arbotix -
8-bit AVR) with Bluetooth connection (ZigBee module). A smaller battery
compartment has been appropriated also. The most unique part of the
robot is the mechanical scheme of its legs, how they are constructed and
actuated to produce locomotion. In an effort to decrease the robot’s mass
and to constrict most of it in the center, all of the robot’s motors are housed
inside its body core. This made possible for the legs to become smaller
and lighter, but also imposed another restriction. As the robot’s links don’t
hold the motors inside of them, they cannot directly rotate the joints (as
in QuadraTot) which means that another mechanism is needed to transfer
their energy to the hip and knee. A Four-Bar linkage system is used for
translating revolving motion (of servos) to pitching motion for the Inthe
input crank (in the role of the servo horn) is being spinned ref. Fig.2.5 and
Fig.2.6
The benefit of the current configuration is that the range of the
input angle (the rotation of the servo’s horn) is much larger, than that
of the output (joint’s angle) - any displacement for the joint is much
smaller, compared to the servo motion needed to attain it. This ratio
difference (similar to the one in gear mechanism) makes the motor is
subjected to lower amounts of force and has larger amechanical advantage,
but the angle relation between them is not linear. Additionally, the
implementedmechanism allows continues revolution of themotors, there’s
no mechanically impeded angle limitations for them and they can run in
any direction and still reach any of the position of the joint’s (angle) range.
Also, any joint angle can be achieved from two differen servo angles, except
for the minimum and maximum values of the joint’s range.
All those featuresmake the platform very difficult for a human engineer
to derive anywalking gait manually, as a result of the of the unconventional
mechanics and kinematics. On the other hand those qualities make it
a perfect candidate in the studies of Evolutionary Robotics, as problems
linked in non-intuitive domains are perfectly suited for EC and ML.
Another distinctivness of the platform is related to the design and
production of its legs. Aracna’s body parts are manufactured using
3D printing technology and as such it takes advantage of some its
characteritics. As usual, the when a part is being created, it’s being done so
layer by layer, plastic or other material deposited has as such the printing
itself is based One e because of the advantages but with a constriction. This
means that if a part of the leg asssembly breaks, there’s no way to replace
it, and the entire the entire leg assembly (hip and knee) has to be printed
at once as a whole. As the linkages and the other components overlap and
accomodated in enclosed spaces, that are not accessible and cannot be taken
apart. There’s no entry point. Fig.2.7
Though physically improved, Aracna also retains some of the draw-
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Figure 2.6: Mechanical model (profile view) of two four-bar linkages,
incorporated as single leg assembly for Aracna, converting the rotational
motion about of the input link (OA) to reciprocating one in the output
link (CB). On the left - the bottom servo controls the pitching forward and
backwards of the knee, on the right -the top servo controls the pushing
up and down of the hip. Both servo motors work and generate motions
independant of each other, each joint (angle) is affected only by its adjacent
motor (spin). [52]
Figure 2.7: 3D printed Aracna leg assembly - notice that everything is
constructed as one unseparable piece, it cannot be dissasembled
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Figure 2.8: Aracna - minimal setupwith just the Dynamixel motors present,
usedwhen tethering. The space for battery (placed vertically)and board are
visible
Figure 2.9: Aracna - fully assembled - battery present, Arbotix board and
Zigbee module on top [52]
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Chapter 3
Building the Scarab
This chapter goes through the different steps of problems and solutions
that had to be overcome, in the sequential manner of what had to be
determined first to enable the process to continue onwards. It tries to lay
out the tasks and goals of the project and explain the choices that had
to be taken, their implications and show how they steered the design.
In the following chapter describes the ideas, thoughts, concerns, goals,
approaches and tests, that have done during the design and construction
of the robot platform, build for this thesis. The below sections attempt to
dissect all these operations in smaller chunks.
3.1 Choosing the morphology
First of all it must be decided what kind of architecture/morphology will
the robot for project embody. Culling of the shape, form, themechanics and
its kinematic implications, are dependent on what kind of task and goals
are set up for the project. The main objective intended for the platform is to
be able to walk around more rough terrains for extended periods of time,
collect sensory input and have the opportunity to operate autonomously.
Mechanics wise - the goal for the robot is to pertain maximum freedom
of motion, without inducing to much complexity, increase of size and
mass. Reduction of the number of moving parts in the system and
"skeletonization" of the design have been set as points of direction for the
current structure.
Figure 3.1: Suspended
(inverted) - RRR (ar-
ticulated) robot work-
space. The red sphere
is space that the robot
cannot reach
Quadruped robots with crab like architecture
that feature a 3 DOF for each limb are quite
suitable for the current task as it has as little
as possible parts, but still granting maximum
amount of flexibility and maneuverability. In
the current design, the legs are going to be ar-
ranged/positioned in a "X" pattern, as each as-
sembly is comprised as a 3 part structure, follow-
ing the the kinematic/mechanical organization of
joints and links as in the RRR type (articulated) ro-
bot, shown on Fig.3.1. The first (shoulder) joint,
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fixed in the robot’s torso, situated at a diagonal
corner spot (of the horizontal plane of the body),
rotates the entire limb in the horizontal plane,
while second and third elevate or descend their re-
spective links (hip and leg) in the vertical plane.
Quadrupeds have been chosen above any other similar anatomies,
as hexa- or octo- peds, because comparing them, they are more power
hungry and heavy structures. Also quadrupeds offers a bit more intricate
mechanics ofmotion, due to unbalanced (no support) naturewhenmoving.
Unlike the hexa- or octo- counterparts, which can always rely on stable (leg)
support, moving just small subset of its joints , while the rest stand firmly
on the ground, quadrupeds need to exercise more thoughtful gaits, so not
to trip or tumble. Quadrupeds only have stable posture is when standing
still. So it would be more interesting to explore the possibilities there.
For the current platform the actuating system for the joints is going to
adopt that of QuadraTot’s, but with some alterations. The motors are going
to be built inside their respective joints, and going to provide full rotation
to them directly. This way, larger angle ranges and better moving speeds
can be gained. But in an effort to reduce the stress on the servos, as they are
moving their respective robot links and to concentrate the weight a little
closer to the body, and to the motors themselves, a rotating counter-weight
approach has been picked. Fig.3.2 shows the placement of the motors
realized for the current platform. joints. For either lifting up parts of
the legs or traversing them, the idea is to have the weight for each joint
distributed before and after the axis of motion, to some scale.
If the case in Fig.3.2-c) is considered and the parts that construct a single
leg of the QuadraTot are taken as en example, the scale of mechanical
advantage can be calculated for the joint that is put under most of stress
- second joint (hip). In that regard, it is assumed that the final joint is
perpendicular to the ground (hovering above it), thus its total weight
(mservo +mleg) is concentrated at the far endpoint of the second joint, which
is parallel to the ground. The summed length of the last two joints in
QuadraTot is about 25 cm (when both of them are fully extended) . It is
presumed that the length between them is shared equally, so the second
joint is about (25/2 = ) 12,5 cm long (from its axis of motion till its far end
- lhip). And to inflict a worse case scenario, its measured weight (mhip)
is also going to be treated as it is placed at its tip (where the third joint
weight is centered). The hip joint’s servo’s mass act as a counterweight,
as its main part is protruded backwards (till its short-end) with the length
from its horn’s center til its bottom (lservo). The pivoting point of this swing
system is where the the shoulder joint connects with the second motor (its
the axis of rotation). A simplified model of this scenarion is depicted on
figure 3.3
With the above made statements and weight measurements of the
QuadraTot’s parts, the produced torque for the front section of the hip is:
τf ront = (mhip + (mleg + mservo)) × lhip = (42 + (52 + 56)) × 12,5 =
1,875[kg.cm]
while its backside exerts:
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ation and speculation of what gains the current design might exhibit.
The above suggested model allows more balanced leg structure
(as close to the center mass is closer to the axis of motion), help-
ing/contributing on saving some strength and gain some additional speed
as also the total center mass of each leg assembly is closer to the torso.
There going to be some disadvantages though, as the robot is steping onto
some surface, and trying to exert/employs its force on the ground (to push
itself up or to just keep a steady position), the counter weight scheme will
actually try to deter the motors and introduce an additional weight that has
to be lifted (the extruded backwards motor which acts as a counterweight
will have to be lifted as the leg goes down and/or is being kept down to
retain a certain posture). With the leg sheme where the motors are built
into forward part of the joint, their weight helps to push down the leg on
the surface.
3.2 Design and manufacture the robot
The initial creative workflow for the robot modeling started with some
basic ideas and rough hand sketches for some of the robot parts (like the
hip and leg), that helped visualize the rough outline of the its morphology.
Because the model is going to be quite delicate, spacious and it will possess
quite a complex structure, it is not possible to simply cut off the parts with a
3D plotter from a single sheet of material (either plastic or else)) to produce
2D (flat) pieces. The shape is spread and branched out in multiple shapes
and directions, that need to accommodate for other devices that are going
to be installed - like motors, sensor pads and rubber feet, bolt and nut
canals and holders, etc. So the need to have the ability to produce parts
of arbitrary form is essential. For that reason, it has been decided that
technology of manufacture for the robot is going to be done by means of
"in-house" (3D) rapid prototyping.
Solidworks has been the main tool for the 3D design of all of the
Scarab bot parts. It is a parameter based (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline
geometry type) Computer Aided Design (CAD) program, which utilizes
algebraic shapes, such as lines, spline, arc, recangles, cylinders, etc.) which
are joined together to represent shapes in 2D. Those shapes are defined as a
geometric primitives with their parameters and relations between them in
a 2D "sketch", (their mathematical functions) in 2D form which has almost
which a part is initially defined as a compound of one or more plotted
on a plane, they are later used to produce a "volumezied" based 3D form,
ref.Fig3.5. In the end the solid volume’s boundary surface is represented by
a number NURB splines. Its "water-proof" encloser that finally validates
as solid object that can be printed. Solidworks is particularly suited
for machine design due to its parametric based modeling nature where
everything can be specified with exactness. Being very flexible, turned to
be a de-facto standard in the industry. It is being used because of its quite
,user-friendly interface, plentiful available tuotorials and pre-made CAD
models of large variety of devices and objects (like motors, for example),
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can explained as - material is being added, layer by layer beginning onto a
flat surface (usually a tray) and continuing upwards over the printed below
material, where each layer consists of molten strings (lines) of hot plastic
that are deposited and routed around and over the area where the created
component would reside, to form the desired component. The expended
material can of several types, but in most cases it is a molten (ABS) plastic,
that or support, but it the present case the. Support is used the cases where
there’s a layer or multiple layer that need to made over , so it hold the
overhangs/
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: Fuse Deposition Modeling (FDM): (a) - illustration of the
method of operation; (b) - Stratasys Fortus 250mc (FDM) 3D printer used
for the project; [78]
The entire approach about the design of the robot relies mostly on
intuition-driven (creative) modeling that have remarks and lining of other
devices and considerations taken from other robots that can serve as an
example for building the current one. Ideas and drafts were further
imported into a 3D design software (Solidworks) and build to 3D shapes
shapes that could be assembled and verified further on. After that, the parts
were 3D printed (Fortus 250) FDM (Fuse-deposition modeling) machine
and assembled utilizing the necessary additional accessories (cables, bolts,
nuts, etc.).[78]
3.2.1 Robot’s leg assembly
The first parts that were drafted were the ones of the robot’s limbs - the
shoulder, hip and leg. And they were modeled in that exact order. The
main attention when they were being designed was to excerpt maximum
rigidity with minimal amount of material and that they are wide and long
enough to accommodate for the inside rotating joint motors. From previous
experiments and some observation and measurements from other build
platforms before, a thickness of no less than 4-6mmmust be ensured along
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the areas of exposed force.
The shoulder joint, fig.3.7, depicted in blue in the joint overview fig.3.2,
was directly designed in Solidworks. It is can suspended down or kept
upwards based on how the basemotor is going to bemounted in the robot’s
body (which direction it’s horn will face - up or down). The motor’s horn is
attached to the joint in the midsection (bottom) with 2mm bolts, while the
servo of the next joint (hip) is installed inside it, between the two vertical
bars, with 2mm screws on one side (fixating the rotor) andwith 3mm screw
on the other, which cylindrical head rolls inside an extruded hole providing
support and low friction when the motor is rotating. The latter is a design
replicated for the rest of the joints also.
Figure 3.7: Scarab - shoulder joint
Following in the limb scheme, the hip joint (fig.3.8) connects the
shoulder and final leg and is the joint submitted to most stress. It was
initially drafted on paper and later imported and tweaked to fit the design
in Solidworks. The curved shape allows to combat some of the problems
of the straight design in fig.3.2-(c), where lifting the hip too much can lead
to state where the leg cannot reach the floor anymore (the hip back side
is dragged down). With the crescent form, the link can be elevated more
(as more of the part can "sink" in the shoulder joint), but still making sure
that the consecutive joint has traction. The increased angle (which becomes
closing to perpendicular to the ground plane) is favorable as it bring the
servo in a position where the torque diminishes. The arc type shape also
provides extra strength than a straight beam approach as the energy of
impact, the mechanical force exert onto it when treading is transfered more
directly (along) the joint lines - permitting bars but with good robustness.
Large slits have also been added to allow for cabling to run through the
joint.
The end joint, the leg (fig.3.9), has also been manually drawn first, and
gone through several revisions before the final decision was consolidated.
The most important part of the link is it’s tip (nose section) where the touch
(pressure) sensors are placed. To provide a more directional and spatial
tactile feedback from the interaction with the terrain the robot would walk
on, without complicating the design too much, it has been decided that 4
pressure sensors would be utilized and arranged around the front. The
layout of the nose and the grouping of the sensors has been made so there
must always be , at least 1 pressure pad actuated when the robot touches
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.8: Scarab - hip joint. (a) - the original draft, displaying the base
joint mounted to face up (discarded later on). (b) - the produced final part
the ground with its legs. Two on each side (left and right), one on the exact
tip and one slightly below it, all tilted to face, to different extent, where
the point of contact with the floor would be. Other reasons for selecting
this configuration is that depending on the terrain rigidity, either hard flat
surface (where the contact point maybe just one spot) or more squishy soft
one (where more area of the leg is in contact with the terrain - the leg is
sunk in), different number of senors would be "excited", giving the ability
to determine the terrain’s nature and status.
Each of the sensor is held inside a special round flat slot, with a diameter
slightly over that of the sensor, hollowed out at the designated places
(fig.3.9-(d)). The fragile packaging of the sensors doesn’t allow them to
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 3.9: Scarab - leg joint. (a) - the original draft. (b) - the produced
outer contour for the final part; (c) - final part; (d) - front (tip) end of the
part featuring the 4 hole slots (highlighted in blue) for the sensor pads. (e)
- rubber foot put above the sensor pads
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be exposed directly to any motion that produces frictional contact and their
flat shape does not provide overall good uniform touch contact registration
- the surface that is in contiguity with, has to be flat and parallel itself to the
sensitive area of the resistor, so to generate a good contact, a condition that
almost cannot occur in reality. So in order to "isolate" the sensor from the
direct touch and to concentrate and fix the force exerted onto it, the sensors
have been situated at the bottom of their holes and be capped on the top
with a custom-made round dome shape rubber foot (fig.3.9-(e)). The round
domed shape ensures that if a surface plane nomatter what of kind of angle
(orientation) touches the exterior surface of the foot, it will transfer a factor
of the energy of impact to its bottom side, which is with radius, the same
as the sensitive area of the pressure sense resistor and glued to it. The
cylindrical ring (waist) in the middle is acting as a fit, within the walls of
the cut off round holes for sensors. Not allowing additional jitter, wobble,
keeping the foot in place, avoiding/preventing slide tear.
The readings from the pressure sensors are procured by flat short
ribbon, housing the conductors, extruded over the side of the round
sensitive part of it, with two terminals at the end of it. It can further be
coupled with a 2-pin female header cable that on its other side is connected
with ADC device. Different ways were tried for the routing of that ribbon
through the joint’s body, so the ribbon is covered and not exposed to
the area outside the contour of the leg support braces. First, through-
hole method was implemented with a semi-round slit (fig.3.10-(a)), just
where the sensitive area of the round of pad of the sensors ends, the
conductor lines start. In this setup, the sensor was supposed to bend, has
its conductor lines inserted through the hole, only the resistor base set flat
left on the "surface" (on the bottom of the slot). This design decision failed
due to the bad flexibility of the packaging, snapping and tearing are often
occurring and bending it close to the sensitive area leads to false permanent
("phantom") values measured, which bring the overall resistance (Ohm)
values to very low levels, and the generated deviation upon that, between
when a sensor is pressed or not is negligible and so small that the reading
cannot be used anymore (there’s no stable and confident (initial conditions)
value that provides a good "vantage" point, fromwhich to "judge" all others
from). For that reason, when assembling components for in "nose" section
of the leg, it is desired that when a leg sensor is not pushed, it will deliver
either infinite or very high impedance, and even slightly actuated a high
drop in that resistance must happen.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.10: Scarab leg nose section - chronological revisions from (a) to (c)
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The second design with straight, flat out slits (fig.3.10 - (b)) proved to
be better solution, resolving for the most part ,the previous condition, but
with sensor conduits partially exported on the outside. On the other hand,
during some practical experiments testing the feet traction, another flaw
was tracked. When the leg was positioned (twisted) in certain way, the
sensors (rubber feet) around the lower nose section, could not reach the
floor. The too much extruded, bottom corner (filleted) lines (fig.3.10 - (a)
& (b)), prevented the foot from "landing" on a sensor covered patch of
itself (fig.3.11 - (a)) when the limb part was set to stand on its underlaying.
Which is supposed to be the most active area of the foot when it comes into,
interacting with the ground surface - more often than the other sensors. A
follow-up revision (fig.3.10 - (c)) with chiseled out corners, remedied the
issue (fig.3.11 - (b))
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Scarab leg - traction experiments - nose layout changes: (a) -
no point of contact because of the protruding corners. (b) extruded round
cut around them, to improve accessibility of the rubber feet to the ground
surface
In the end, during the leg assembly design, one of the most important
parameters that to had be set, was their length. The Scarab bot’s total length
of both final joints (hip and leg) when fully extended, sums up to the same
value as that of QuadraTot’s with its own joints in the same configuration.
3.2.2 Robot’s torso
The body is the central connection point for the platforms’ adjacent
limbs and carriage for the components that are going to complement its
functionality. It is the final part to be created, as the present design flow
is characterized by making the parts for the robot feet first, and then
deciding on the architecture for the torso. Its structure has to accommodate
for numerous features, components and abilities that had to be covered
first, some of which are dependent on the parts, design decisions and
other matters made beforehand, related to the other segments of the robot
architecture and contents. And some other that may be found to be useful
and implemented in the future.
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The first thing that had to be determined was the configuration (face
direction) of the entire leg assembly, its mounting and installation in
the robots chassis for the base joint (shoulder actuating) servo. Two
configurations were possible (fig.3.12) with different implications to the
further design and behavior of the system.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.12: Scarab exemplary assembly - legs mounting configurations:
(a) - legs (elevated) shoulder joint positioned upwards; (b) - legs (lowered),
shoulder joint positioned downwards
The lowered setup (3.12 - (b)) prevailed, on the grounds of less stress it
invoked on the hip servo, lower center of weight, though at the expense of
the chassis and fragments of the legs being closer and thus more exposed to
collisions with the ground. Further more, the clear line of sight, the posture
contributes to, as the space above the base (shoulder) servos and the plane
field they form is free and is not so obstructed. Thus can be appropriated
to mount cameras on or be employed as extra cargo space.
Because of the suspended downwards structure, the legs’ components
already reach quite low and thus setting up a low (ground) threshold for
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the robot’s bottom chassis (undercarriage). This can be exploited as it also
allows the body to be modeled in a shape that descends and extrudes to
occupy the space in that direction, till that threshold is reached. This can
be used as a compartment to house some of the main components of the
robot, that are heavy, bulky that can keep themass under - like the batteries.
While everything else (PCBs, sensors, power modules, MCU boards, etc.)
can be situated on top of that.
From the above, some basic idea could be grasped but to achieve
more realistic and detailed overview and to help visualize the layout
and framework of the body, the guidance of a more accurate model was
going to be needed. For that reason, a Solidworks assembly had to be
created, that consisted of the surrounding and inside components of the
platform. Featuring the main elements that the robotic systemis going
to be comprised of. Like the Batteries, the Single Board Computer, the
SMPS2Dynamixel board (rudimentary Solidworks models with their max.
dimensions, they can exhibit) and the already designed limbs with their
associated motors and feet (fig.3.13). Their placement (positioning) was
executed on the base of some of the statements made before, but also on
some other criteria that is discussed further.
The robot body is going to be modeled by conforming to the shape and
specs inflicted by the above stated composition (fig.3.13). First, the outline
borders of the robot carcass (howwide and long) had to be defined, and this
depends on the arrangement of the limbs around. The spacing and angles
between the leg assemblies has been determined by the rectangular shape
that the board and underlaying batteries form (fig.3.13 - (c)). The legs have
been positioned at the corners of that figurative rectangle that expands a
little bit outside the contours of the above two items. With the horizontal
plane outlined, the vertical layout can be divided.
In the current architecture of the robot, the design will rely on a fixated
in the frame, non-removable battery compartment. The accommodated
space shall resemble inverted down triangle, holding the 6 batteries
(sec.3.3.2). The choice for the solid design was conceived as being most
simplistic and more weight and size compliant. The alternative of having
a detachable battery compartment, figuring out suitable shape for the
individual batteries to be placed in, making space for additional metal
planks, lids and locking lugs/link for them would be too much time
consuming, require more space and add in new mass. Also less moving
parts - more ruggedized structure have always been preferred. The
compartment is situated at the bottom of the robot (lower torso), as the
batteries are not going to be accessed or handled after they are being
installed. The grapes picking shape is perfect as it ensures enough distance
from the "arcs" that the backside of the hip joint "graphs" when it is being
traversed sideways or it elevates or depresses itself. But also allow if
any blow or hit from an obstruction, in front or backwards, with the
lower carriage will be deflected down and actually lift the entire body
structure of the robot and help as a result to overcome the obstacle.
Additionaly the more smoothened shape (no straight/right corners) may
prevent entanglement with the cables flapping around when the robot
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.13: Scarab body - carriage layout: (a) - pan-tilted view - main
components layout; (b) - side (vertical) view - compartments layout; (c) -
top (horizontal) view limb naming
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starts moving.
On the next level of the structure (mid-section), all the electronics
besides the SBC is going to be situated. The SMPS2Dynamixel Power
Connection Board is placed in the back, while in the free gap in the front
the rest of the electronic devices like the PCB for batteries, switches, DC-DC
converters, ADC chips, sensor headers, power connectors, jumper wires,
etc. are going to be accommodated for on a separate auxiliary circuit board.
Both boards are going to lay on, covering and securing the batteries by
holding them in place. This section is set to be in the middle due to its less
frequent need to be altered or accessed in the future. But also as it is one of
the elements that can be remodeled or shuffled around to fit in the limited
space assigned to this section.
On the top, the SBC will be sitting, as it is the part that most frequently
will be interacted with, turning it on or off, attaching or detaching different
peripheral devices (USB, HDMI, Power, GPIO pins, etc.), but also because
one of main objective is to have modularity in the case it is later desired
to change or to add new hardware on the platform. At least, it must be
possible to change Controller Board. The only place where that quality
could be achieved easily without complicating the architecture is in the
uppermost part of the body. For that to be possible, the board is going to be
mounted and fixed on base plate, that is going to be carried and screwed on
pillars, extruding of the back of the servo holding braces for the shoulder
joints.
Based on the above considerations, the following designs for body and
carrying plate were drawn.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.14: Scarab torso (body) - Solidworks model - different view points
(a) to (d)
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The body (fig.3.14) has been "skeletonized" as much as possible. In the
underlaying, the batteries are fitted and secured by ledge holders, holding
and bracing them by their edges in the front and back side. While lower
"ribs" securing them not to fall off or to slide away sideways. The "ribs" also
act as partial protective bars for the batteries from impacts from the front
and back. In the (vertical) mid-section , where the electronics compartment
is supposed to installed, extruded holders with mounting holes, in the
back side of the robot are to carry the SMPS2Dynamixel Power Connection
Board. While on the front side, screw holes are supposed to fixation point
for the circuit board containing the rest of main electronics.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: Scarab carrier plate - Solidworks model: (a) - top tilted view;
(b) - bottom tilted view
At the back of each servo bracket, there’s an extruded colon with a
single screw hole the and rounded outline, the purpose for those is to tight
fit inside the notched out round pieces of on the bottom corners of the
carrier plate (fig.3.15 - (b)), with nut fastened with a nut on the top side
(fig.3.15 - (a)).
At this point the all the parts are ready to be printed with the last step
being only to be imported and preprocessed in the path generation tool,
generating the plan for manufacturing the element. The path generation
process, depends on several factors like the density of the desired layout
and the orientation with which the part will be placed on the tray and
started to get build-up. The parts of the stl files were oriented for printing
in such a way, that during the process, the produced contours of plastic
attributed long continues lines along the plane of force that going to be
applied to the joint, thus making the part extra strong. This strategy (trick)
has been enforced for all the made pieces for the robot.
All the dimensions of the parts and pieces can be obtained from the
Soliworks (.sldprt) files.
3.3 Component selection
3.3.1 Motors - analysis and use
For the appropriate selection of motors, some predictions about the robot’s
weight and its distribution have to be made beforehand. For the present
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: Insight - tool path generation for Leg joint (a) - STL view of
the joint with its adherent support, needed top print the part. The part has
been laid flat on one of its sides, so the produced toolpaths are along the
length of the joint and are continues as long as possible (with as little as
possible disconnects) (c) - a single (vertical) slice view of rootpaths the part
platform it is assumed that it will not exceed 2kg (approx. the same
as QuadraTot). Also as the design is symmetrical and same for the
leg ordering/arrangement around the torso, it is going to be anticipated
that each of the 4 legs shall share the total weight equally, distributing
(2000g/4 =) 500g to every leg assembly.
A second factor that has to be taken into account is the maximum
extension that the legs could reach. Its links aligning themselves in a line,
perpendicular to the gravity force, achievingmaximum load torque exerted
on the joints. Again, QuadtraTot’s legs are going to serve as a basis. With
about 25cm in length, fully stretched, measured from the axis of θ1 to the
tip of the final joint (ref.2.6-b), the same length is going to be selected for
the current platform also. As stated before, in the design, each leg of the
current platform is going comprise of 3 segments - shoulder (base joint),
hip (middle joint) and leg (the final joint). Gravity is the biggest force
that has to be overcome here. The shoulder motion is not subjected to the
gravity effect that much, as it axis of motion is parallel to its field. As the
robot’s shoulder joint motors are excluded to share that load, it is going
to be presumed that, the length for the present leg assembly, starts with
the axis of motion of the motor actuating the hip joint till the end tip of
the leg. As the motor revolving the hip is the start (main) pivoting point
in this motion scheme, it is subjugated to handle the highest torque in the
entire system. So to figure out the parameters for the motors, a simplified
mechanical model (ref. Fig.3.17) is going to be drawn around that speicific
joint. Approximating the relative segments of the leg - represented as a bar,
depicting their combined max. (extruded) length - rotating around that
axis of motion of the hip - acting as a pivot point. The task of the model
is to elevate the distributed weight the assigned to each leg assembly of
the robot, with the center of mass positioned at the end tip of it. The bar
is parallel to the ground - this is the most critical scenario - provoking the
most torque. It is going to be considered as our test that has to be fullfiled
, so we have some rough estimate of what the motors’ torque should be.
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Two cases given (left - trying push the leg up; right - trying to push the
leg down) in Fig.3.17 which are identiacal as far as motor torque behaviour
and values go.
Figure 3.17: Approximated leg assembly model - including hip and leg
only. On left - the robot is trying to lift its entire leg up - worst case scenario,
all the weight is concentrated at end tip. On the right - the robot has put
his leg on the ground (the fixated rest) and its trying to lift its portion of the
body up (vertical (float) rest), exerting force on the ground
First, it is needed to calculate the stall torque that has to be applied so
to keep and hold the bar fixed and to be useful for motor , torque is usually
given in dimensions [N.m] or [kg.cm]:
Ts = 0.5× 25 = 12.5[kg.cm] = 12,5×
9.8
100 = 1,225[N.m]
Amotor with torque higher than the above must be picked up. Another
major factor is the speed of the motor rotation, to have the ability to setas
it is desired to have maximum execution speed and to generate more
nimble gates as possible. Usually the range of servos with high-speed is
between 0.07sec/60° - 0.11sec/60° which translates to (((60sec/0,11sec)×
60°)/360° =) 90,9 RPM and above.
Having to mix that with relatively low weight, size and reasonable
pricing is hard task and does limit the possibilities a lot. Several options
have been considered such as: Futaba S9352HV [39], XQ-Power XQ-
S8320D, XQ-Power XQ-S4618D [22], Feetech FT512BL [71], Hitec HSB-
9360TH, Hitec HSB-9370TH, Hitec HSB-9475SH [70] and Dynamixel AX-
18A [19]
The AX-18A is preferred over the others, as it is being in the top of its
class, producing high torque (providing, supposedly, enough safetymargin
of almost 6 kg.cm above the calculated stall torque), high-speed, relatively
well priced, with small size and weight. The convenient form and design -
characterized by a large rotational disk (a.k.a. horn) and body dotted with
large number of mounting holes, makes the motor easy to be incorporated
and attached in an arbitrary robot structure.
One of the most useful trait of these motors, is that they are controlled
by serial communication, rather than a digital or power PWM signal,
that has to be constantly and continuously fed to the device to keep it in
working state. This is due to the Dynamixels’ own MCU (STM32 Cortex-
M3) and motor driver circuitry, built inside each servo, that provides the
PWM signaling and manages the power to the motor, leaving the higher
level control functionality to the outside world via its communication
channel. This advantage is of great importance, as it allows to delegate
a great deal of processing load and relieve the main CPU, of the constant
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Servo motor
name and model Dynamixel AX-18A
Rated Voltage Range 9-12 VDC
Stall Torque (at 12V 2,2A) 1,8 N.m (18,4 kg.cm)
Speed (at no load) 97 RPM (0,103sec/60°)
Running modes: - Servo: 0°-300°
- Wheel mode (endless turn)
Motor Control PID
Command signal Digital packet (serial communication)
Protocol Type Half-Duplex UART - 8N1
Communication Speed 7343 - 1000000 bps
Physical Link Daisy chain type connector
(TTL Level Multi Drop)
Connector type 2×MOLEX 22-03-5035 (female)
Feedback Information Position, Temperature, Load, Input Voltage, etc.
Size 32×50×40 mm
Material Engineering Plastic
Weight 56 g
Figure 3.18 & Table 3.1: Dynamixel AX-18A Servo Motor[19]
monitoring and control that otherwise has to be performed. As the servo
has the capabilities to execute commands and keep its settings and running
state on, independently. The commands need only be send once, and
only when a change from the previous state (configuration) of the motor
is wanted. There’s no need for repeatedly sent signal form.
The serial solution helps with the special peripheral count that platform
would have required otherwise. If the robot was equipped with servos of
the digital PWM controlling scheme, 12 DOF (12 motors) would require
a CPU or other processing platform with 12 PWM channels - quite hard
and expensive to find, probably a custom device has to be manufactured
additionally. On the other hand, UART interfaces are usually present or
easily attainable on embedded or other types of computing platforms.
The half-duplex communication utilized with the motors, allows
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Figure 3.19: Dynamixel AXs - daisy chained
attaching several devices to the same communication bus. As each
Dynamixel device and cable for the AX series consist of three lines
(conductors) for voltage (Vdd+) , ground (Gnd-) and (Half-Duplex UART)
Data (comprising of TX and RX lines merged into single pin), several
devices can be sequentially paired (daisy chained) as in Fig.3.19, making
it possible to address several devices through narrow (pin count) channel
, where each individual servo could be accessed by a unique ID in
a command packet. The sequential pairing ability, makes the motors
comfortable to work with and decreases the overall number of wires and
length. Thus, the weight and space, for accommodating them is decreased.
It also helps preventing possible constrictions/obsturctions/inteferences
with the robot’s moves, too much wires can make the robot more prone
to entangle itself.
The other major factor leaning towards their selection is that, these
motors can provide extensive feedback about their status and operation
through various variable parameters, that can be read or write.
And last point, the motors and spare parts for them are being readily
available at UiO in sufficient numbers, which can be critical during test
runs of the robot.
For communicating with the devices, the specially provided Dynamixel
SDK (software library) [31] is going to be used with a Single Board
Computer running Linux via its UART ports. Power is going to by a
combined Battery pack/External Plug-in connector scheme.
3.3.2 Batteries - analysis and use
One of the main objectives of the current thesis is to make the robot
autonmous as possible , or at least have the capabilities to do so. The
need for independant runs, for long periods of time while performing
intense activities is the condition which have been taken into account in
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this project. As such, it will be required for the platform to carry and
operate (if necessary), on its own indepenendant source of energy during
its trials. Although, auxiliary, external supply and communication could
be provided via tethering cable.
Given the concerns for weight, size and price, batteries are the only
feasible option for the moment. Currently on the market, the only type of
batteries that provide maximum capacity for minimal weight and size and
are popular enough to be cheap are of the Lithium family (either Lithium-
Polymer or Lithium-Ion)[28]. The following will describe the choice of a
particular type and model of batteries used for the projejt.
In the robot morphology it is desired to have a battery or multiples
of them that has maximum amount of charge (high energy density) as
possible with the least amount of volume and mass. so batteries with
higher energy density with the lowest amount of volume and mass.
For a foundation of choice, first it will have to be known what are the
specifications and requirements of the platform that will be powered. So
an average measure or assumption of the consumption of the components
that are going to be integrated in the robot has to be deduced. The two
major components that have to be drawn out are the motor subsystem and
the SBC.Everything else could be neglected as.
The robot is going to be equiped with 12 - AX-18A Dynamixel servo
motors, and each demands 12VDC and draws 2,2Awhenmaximum torque
(of 1.8Nm) is applied that motor could still hold. The latter, is an emergency
situation and must not be thought as a state in which the servo could work
normally. [19]. As the robot platform has not been yet fully designed
and built, as its structure depends on the choice of a battery that will
have to be accomodated for. It will not be possible to reckon so what
mechanical force or weight it would need to surmount and thus electrical
current would have to be supplied. To acquire some general idea on the
current consumptionwhile in action, some practical experiments have been
performed. It has been found that when the motor is still, on its goal
position with no-force exercised upon it, the current draw is about 0.03-0.05
A (no-load). While, exerting hard, manual force, trying to roll the servo’s
horn, while it stays static (on its goal) - amounts to 0.125-0.150 A. A final
heurestic test - when a certain position is set (trying to brake the servowhile
its spinning) - about 0,425A. All these test (ref. Fig.3.20) were done, with
the rest of the servos parameters set to their default (initial) values (just
after a servo’s firmware has been refreshed).
The above example was just to give an basic notion of current (A) range
the examining by simple manual heuristics, a better picture of what our
installation might require as energy could be done if we compare it with
an already existing robot , that has similar architecture as ours. For this
reason we’re going to look over the QuadraTot, examine its weight-to-
current consumption when it is in minimal and overweight setup (loaded it
with additional mass) and is in still posture that induces a maximum effort
from the motors - ref.Fig.3.21
For above experiment UiO’s QuadraTot was taken, it differs from the
base model in that it has 4 AX-12A actuating the final joints and 5 AX-18A
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.20: Dynamixel - manual (heurestic) torque test observing different
current values upon different motor states: (a) - still (relaxed/unloaded)
state, (b) - applying hard manual force to try to revolute. (c)- trying to stall
the rotor, while a move command is set (values up to 0.430 have been seen)
for the rest. The robot was put in stress posture, with all its legs spreadwide
enough while the robot is still above the ground, all 8 leg joints are set to
129°(435 binary value set) as a Dynamixel absolute value or -22.3°related to
ref.Fig.2.2-(b) for θ1 and θ2). For unloaded config. the maximum obtained
current was 2.5A, while for the overweigted the maximum about 4A. It
must be noted that those value varied quite a bit based on how the robot
was put to the ground, as due to backlash in themotors, or their insufficient
strength and larger margin of error allowed around the goal position ,
the robot would "sink" in its posture more if it is let down (with greater
force) and would not recover. As a result the when more "sunken" the
flow of current was larger. Putting the silicon molded "shoes" manage
to minimize this issue, as the extra grip they give, does not allow for the
legs to slide away (and thus spread more and draw more current). That’s
the reason they were removed for the test and when it exhibits maximum
stress. Also it was noticed that the robot’s motors responsible for the hip,
overloaded and/or overheated rather quickly (2-3 min) even when the
robot was standing still, unloaded, in the spread stance.
The servos are the most important section as they are the biggest con-
sumer in the robot’s scheme. Taking into account the above experiments,
it is assumed that, in nominal conditions the total motor currnet consump-
tion would not surpass 7A. This value is an overestimate, but it leaves a
large margin for error and unexpectancies that can be afforded, and an-
other condition is that the assumed current will not be drained constistently
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.21: QuadraTot weight-to-current consumptio test: (a) - UiO’s
printed version of Quadratot - minimalistic configuration; (b)- a stack of
4 battery packs used for additional weight; (c)-measured current with
minimal (unloaded) setup; (d)-measured current with loaded (with the 4
pack) setup (at approx. 2.2kg)
and continuously - as the robot is executing its walking pattern or standing
still, only certain set of motors would be aarectuated or submitted to larger
amounts of force at that particular moment. So total power of about 84W
(12[V]× 7[A]) will be considered for the motors. Which distributed equally
amongst the motors means each motor will sink 0.53A,
The other major component of the system is the Single Board Computer
that is going mounted on the robot, according to specifications[63][11] the
board consumes max. 1A at 5VDC (5W).
The rest of the components like the ADCs and Logic chips (e.g. Shift
Registers, etc.), camera modules, Wifi adapter power consumption will be
ignored because of its negligable small current draw scaled to the others.
So , in total it reckoned tat the platformwill require about 90W of continues
power to function. This rounds to 12V 8A source required.
Another hint for selecting an appropriate battery capacity for our
platform could be the QuadraTot’s own accumulator - 2 packs of 12V 4.5Ah
Li-Po, but brand andmodel of those are not mentioned either in [48] or [17].
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For this thesis it is prefered to have an opportunity to run the platform
without externally coneted power for at least an hour - so a 12V 8000mAh
battery, with at least 1C normal continues discharge rate would suit.As a
source of supplies ,several on-line shops have been reviewed: www.ebay.
com, www.sparkfun.com, http://no.farnell.com/, http://no.rs-online.com/web/
and https://www.elfaelektronikk.no/.
Lithium batteries come in several forms and sizes, dependant on
their application and requirements - Fig.3.22. Flat (rectangular) type
batteries (ref. Fig.3.22-(a)), that are generally accustomed for tablets’s so
they have large area and thin extrusion. Because of their large spread
shape (not making it possible to compact the design) and not having
any distinguishable weight, capacity or discharge rate advantage over the
equivelantly rated cylindrical batteries (for example comparing Fig.3.22-
(a) and (d)) they have been discarded. Battery packs types (depicted in
Fig.3.22- (b)) have also been rejected beacause it’s almost impossible to
find a pre-made pack with the specifications fitting the ones of the current
project - either they come short or too high on the voltage or capacity
parameters. Stacking a couple of them is doable but, but brings size
and weight issues, as rather often, the packs are not entirely "optimized"
for situations where maximum charge at minimal weight are demanded.
Almost every pack encountered, was not built with the most optimal cells
that hold maximum amount of charge for their type (like 3400 mAh cells of
type 18650), but with lower capacity ones that are of the same type (having
the same size and weight as the superior ones) but with less charge (like
2800 mAh cells of type 18650). A particular example could be given, as the
[5] pack, consists of two stacks, connected in parallel, each consisting of 3
cells of type 18650 with 2200 mAh capacity, connected in series. The whole
pack weighs 290g. It would be more benificial if the cells used were of 3400
mAh capacity. Also there’s the same problem (as the flat packs) with the
shape constrictions.
The current choice is to construct oneself a battery pack of individual
cylindrical (a.k.a tubular) cells, as that grants the possibility to make a
custom pack with a form fitting our design (allowing to arange the cells
in a custom shape) but also be able to define the capacity, voltage and
discharge rate to own liking, choosing the specific brand and model. Also,
based on other experiments, comparing round cells with other brands of
pre-made packs [42] and products available on the market [79] and it has
been noticed that some cylindrical batteries provide much higher capacity
for their weight and size than their counterparts (ref. Fig.3.22-(c) & (d)).
The selected brand and model battery for the pack is the UltraFire
BRC26650. Its parameters are given in table 3.2:
The pack is going to be type 3S2P, which means there are going to
be two paralleled stacks, each consisting of 3 cells connected in series.
Additionaly, each cell of each stack is going to be connected in parrallel
with its equivelent in position (mirror) cell in the other stack - making a
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.22: Battery types - taken into consideration for the platform: (a)
- a flat Li-Po single cell. [66]; (b) - a pack, comprising of wrapped around
single cyllindrical or flat type cells, .[66]; (c)- a singl cell 26650 type bat.; (d)
- a single cell 18650 type bat. [2]
couple. This permits more continues discharge (about 8A) and more than
enough battery run-time (at total of 15600 mAh capacity). Also it will help
to remedy to some level the inconsistencies in battery capacitences between
identical model cells. The wiring between the batteries and the final design
of the pack as overall is shown on Fig.3.24.
Lithium batteries, have certain idiosyncrasies that differentiate them
from the others. When either charged or discharged, the rate of drawed
or accumulated current, respectively, has to be in a certain limits - for
charging, usually, the maximum normally allowed current is about the
same as the capacity of the battery itself, also indicated as "1C". While for
discharging, usually the rate is about 0.5C. Another factor is the voltage of
Battery Brand UltraFire
Type (Cylindrical) Rechargeable Li-Ion battery
Model 26650 (BRC26650)
(Nominal) Voltage 3,7 V
Capacity 7,8 Ah
Max. Continues Discharge Current 4 A
Max. Peak Discharge Current 8 A
Size (height × radius) 66mm × 22mm
Weight 80 g
Buitl-in Protection circuit ? No!
Table 3.2: UltraFire BRC26650 - official battery specification
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the battery that has to be monitored not go under a certain point ,normally
2,7V, when being discharged and 4,2V when being charged. The result of
going over or under the related boundries might be catastrophical. Over-
current will heat the battery and might make it explode, the same is true if
the battery is over-voltagedwhen being charged. While continuing to use it
below its minimal threshold voltage, will shrink the overall capacity of the
battery permanently (due to alterations inside its chemical structure). For
these reasons, Li type batteries normally carry their own protection boards
(usually soldered onto the bottom GND plane of each individual cell) with
additional electronics tck of individual cylindrical (a.k.a tubular) cells, as
that grants the possibility to make a custom pack with a form fitting ohat
supervises all these processes and cuts off of the power link if any of the
above mentioned fault condition happens. Exampolary devices of such
sort are shown below (ref. Fig.3.23)
(a) (b)
Figure 3.23: Lituim batteries - protection circuit boards: (a) - on top, a PCB
for individual cylindrical types of batteries (for example for type 18650 or
26650) [76] , on the bottom, PCB for flat type batteries [4]; (b) - 3S PCB with
Balancing used in this project [61]
The cells that are used for the current project don’t have their own
protection, so an additional circuit has to be integrated between the
batteries (pack) and the load (external devices). For the current setup
it’s not needed to install a PCB to each and every cell in the pack. A
better, more compact, cheaper and more functional solution is to solder
a little bit larger protection circuit board (PCB) at the output terminals
of the produced battery pack. So that it can facilitate not only discharge
control, but also enable charging capabilities with auto-balancing function
(ensuring all cells in the stack reach their full potential). The perk of this
choice is not needing to remove and recharge the batteries seperately from
the robot. The charging can be done on the platform itself, even while
the robot is running, when the robot is tethered (external power supply
is provided) . This has also been one of the objectives for the platform.
The selected PCB has to answer to the requirements of the platform and
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Lithium Charge/Discharge
Protection Board Name WH-5021S34A8J
Type 3S 11.1V (for 3 - 3.7V cells connected in series)
For Type Batteries Li-Ion or Li-Po
For Model Batteries 18650, 26650, etc.
Max. Rated Voltage 15 V (In/Out)
Over-charge voltage threshold 4,2 V (for a single section)
Over-discharge voltage threshold 3,0 V (for a single section)
Max. Continues Charge/Discharge
Current 8 A
Max. Peak Discharge
Current 25 A
Size (length × width × height) 50mm × 21mm × 2.8mm
Weight 8 g
Short-Circuit Protection ? Yes
Balance cells ? Yes
Table 3.3: WH-5021S34A8J - official specification
the parameters of the stack created - rated for 12V , 3 cells (3S) pack and
must be able to accomodate for 8 A of constant continues current. The used
device is depicted on Fig.3.23-(b)) and its characterstics illustrated in table
3.3.
Another neat feature of the used PCB is that, it has built-in short circuit
detector that shuts down the output power if such a condition occurs, so
extra fuses (PTC) doesn’t necessarily need to be added. Also the transition
between the two modes, charging or discharging, entirely depends on and
is being triggered automatically by the potential at the output terminals P-
and P+ being applied. Something else to keep inmind is that when the PCB
is initially joined to the battery pack its output will not deliver any voltage,
also the same is true when the battery is drained and the PCB shutsdown
any further discharge. At that point the board needs to be restarted by
applying a charging voltage for a while on its output nodes.
Overall this describes the present accumulator section for the robot.
Further on, a toggle switch (SW1) is placed on the P+ connection so it will
be possible turn on or off the battery usage (whether they are included in
the total circuit or bypassed) in the system. It can thought of as on/off
switch for the entire robot , when it’s battery operated (only relying on its
batteries for a power source).
3.3.3 External power (tethering mode)
It is aimed that the robot will have the means to receive external power
for either running the robot, charging the built-in accumulator or both.
A practical approach is to have a physical cable being able to attach and
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Figure 3.25: SMPS2Dynamixel Power board - viewpoints
components . The board has been selected because its convenient design
and features - has 5.5mm (outer) x 2.5mm (inner) barrel type female
jack - quite common for chargers, 4 Dynamixel servo female (2x 3 pin
(MOLEX 22-03-5035) and 2x 4 pin (MOLEX 22-03-5045)) connectors which
can supply power and communication to up to 4 sets of servos at the
same time. All in very small package - 22mm x 52mm x 18mm (length x
width x height) - allowing to be placed on the robot via mounting holes.
In this project, each motor chain, will have only its power lines of the
Dynamixel 3P cable, "Gnd-" and "Vdd+", going in to each of the board’s
servo-connectors. The remaining communication ("Data") line - is going
to be paired directly to the SBC UART pins. An important statement to
be made here is that a Common Ground (GND) is maintained through the
entire system (the external source, batteries and the rest of the electronic
components have their ground lanes all tied up together).
The board also owns a unpopulated (solder capped) holes suitable for
a 2-pin connection header named "J1". J1 is tied to power bus of the
board (Vdd+ and Gnd- lanes). This part of the device is instrumental as
it permits expanding it, to propagate the voltage from the inserted plug, to
the rest of the of the system (when tethered), but additionally it allows a
way to deliver power to the servo motors from the battery source (when
autonomous) - providing a two-way power link depending on the mode.
For this reason a XH 2.54mmpitch 2-pin JST female connector plug is going
to be soldered in that place, and is going to be used further pair (unify) the
battery’s (J6) and the board’s own (J1) power buses via a jumper wire (JW1).
Other handful traits that the board posses is the Led power indicator
(which can be used to indicate when the entire system is under potential,
has short-curcuit or low-batt-power) and smoothing capacitor (to attenuate
some high frequency transients in the form of volage drops when the
system starts moving). There’s also a protection diode , for the jack input,
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to prevent reverse polarity and current flowing from the batteries back to
the power jack’s terminals. [69][30]
There’s an intricacy when trying to join both power buses by connector
J1 and the barrel connector. Due to the mechanics of the female jack, illus-
trated in Fig.3.26when there’s no external connector is plugged in, the PIN2
and PIN3 (responsible for the GND routing around the board) are shorted
and the GND of the J1 (PIN3) and the barrel jack (PIN2) are united. But
when the external plug is inserted, the PIN2 and PIN3 get seperated and
there’s an open circuit for J1 that prohibits any power to flow towards J1.
Figure 3.26: DC Bar-
rel type, female jack -
profile view with cir-
cuit diagram
So in the actual construction of the power board,
an extra bridge was soldered amongst the two (not
shown here) merging both sections of the power
into single power block. The "+" side of the J1 and
barrel jack are permanently shorted.
In order to preserve the equipped/chosen
motors for the platform (AX-18A). It is mandatory
to disconnect all the servo cables housed in the J2
to J5 connectors of the SMPS2Dynamixel Power
board , if voltage above 12V is fed to the system
via the barrel jack (external power is applied).
The motors are rated for 12V max. and whatever
voltage, higher than that of the batteries is put
into the system, at that point will directly manifest
itself on all of the connectors and links exposed to the power buss directly.
The 4 Dynamixel female conenctors present on the SMPS2Dynamixel board
will be dirrectly affected, the battery pack and its PCB will shift to charging
mode and will start sinking current, not source one.
3.3.4 Robot’s power supply - voltage sources
The primary power source voltage, either for the battery accumulator or
the external source, has been chosen while taking into a account what is
the most power hungry element in the robot architecture. How does it
scale in matters of consumption levels compared to the the other devices
in the system. How easy and efficient the power conversion from one type
to the other voltage supplies demanded by the other components. And
also the weight and size consequences, imposed by the particular approach
for transformation of energy (step-up transformation requires the use of
coils, inductors or transformers, which are bulky and heavy, while step-
down for reasonable current loads can be handed out with small or no at
all capacitors).
As the motors are the biggest power consumer in the entire scheme,
using more than 90% of all the energy planned for the entire platform, and
as a result of their work, they have the highest voltage level requirement,
their rated voltage has been selected to be used as a base for the main
power source from which all the other sources are going to be derived
from. The other advantage for choosing the highest potential is that it is
generally easier and more efficient to perform step-down conversion than
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circuitry.
For the robot electronics, it is needed to supply power at three voltage
levels 12V - for the Dynamixel motors and charging, 5V for the Single Board
Computer and other components such as ADC chips, sensors and 3.3V
for the other ICs and sensors such as the camera modules. This array of
voltage sources can be partially handled by the SBC as it has its own voltage
regulation and filtering circuits for power management and can provide
stable 5V, 3.3V and GND directly from each of its male header connector
pins. The only conversion step that requires an additional component(s) is
the transformation of 12VDC to 5VDC, for at least 1A load. Emphasizing
on simplicity, compactness and weight, a good solution for the task is to
have a single block (component) doing all the work. Suitable for the case
DC-to-DC converter appears to be - Fulree 20025 DC-DC converter shown
on Fig.3.29 and with parameters in Tab.3.4.
DC-DC converter
module name Fulree 20025
Input Voltage Range 7-20 VDC
Output Voltage 5 VDC
Max. Output Current 2 A
Recommended Output Current 1.5 A
Power rating 10 W
Efficiency 96 %
Size (length × width × height) 23×18×8 mm
Weight 7 g
Figure 3.29 & Table 3.4: Fulree 20025 DC-DC converter[26]
Fig.3.28 portrays/displays the supply block of the robot distributing
power to all the devices in the system of the aggregated including in itself
the battery pack and the SMPS2Dynamixel producing the energy source of
the current . It combines
It is not desired to use the using the GND fromdifferent reference points
in the circuit, it’s better to keep them from a related (close to each other)
places to reduce any addition Also it is advantageous to have these sources
for the future if further modifications are going to be needed in future.
3.3.5 Sensors - analysis and utilization
For the human body, usually, to be able to figure out the characteristics
of a terrain or surface state it relies on the haptic (tactile) input from the
receptors in the skin responsible for touch (pressure) when in contact with
the surface, and orientation/acceleration from vestibular apparatus in the
inner ear when moving or traversing on it. Other stimuli and perception
may also play a role in the above cases to infer the terrain conditions,
but it’s only these two that are main. So to be able to obtain the same
capabilities as a human, it’s logical to replicate and implement the same
components that enable this functionality.
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Tactile sensors
For the role of the tactile (touch) sensors, it’s planned to incorporate them
in the tip of each leg, as that part of the robot that is going to be with
most contact with the surface when robot walks over the terrain. Two
main approaches have been reviewed - with analog and digital (two state
"ON/OFF" binary) output - one in the form of tactile (self-recovery push)
buttons and the other of force sensitive resistors (FSR).
The buttons had been initially considered as an option, for being rather
cheap, coming in lots of varieties, shapes and characteristics. They are also
quite robust, designed to be able to take direct physical force (interact with
a surface directly) with no need of a medium. Because of the digital dual
nature of the output, its’ is easier to read and interface with as with just
a single GPIO - either constantly polling for the push status or interrupt
driven event processing, reacting only when change of state or a desired
state only has been reached. A suitable, small size candidate had been
chosen to be checked (see below).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.30: Push button (no brand or model stated) considered for tactile
feedback - total height - 5,5mm, outside diameter - 6,2mm, height of the
button - 1,6 mm, diameter of the button - 3,3mm, 150grams (tested) button
break detection
This particular button had been chosen for review as it is of smaller
than the size (diameter) of the alternative FSR, has extruded (long) enough
button part, low break force - less than a third of the force, estimated
to be distributed over a single leg when the robot is in balanced stance.
Additionally its round shape and long conductor legs permit to be easily
inserted/integrated or attached in either round holes or externally over the
leg surface. Another nice characteristic is the ratio between the area of the
button compared to that of its total diameter - good fill factor of the button
area, and also the packaging - the way the top cover is engulfed in the
plastic body around the edges provides extra rigidity - compared to other
models where just 4 dimples/drops of molten plastic placed over through-
holes of the top cover, hold it on spot.
At the end the buttons approach have been discarded as it’s generally
better to be more informative and have continues analog readouts, at any
particular time, of the force being exerted on the legs - as it is in the
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human anatomy. Furthermore, the button’s material cannot maintain good
traction and contact with the surface it will be supposed to walk upon, so
they cannot be used without some modification. The only possible and
available, as off-the-shelf components, sensors that can produce such kind
of analogue response and are been reasonably low priced, are FSRs[37].
FSR usually resemble a flat ribbon stripe, with 2 pins attached on
one end and flat sensitive head in front, that operates on the principle
of diminishing its resistance with the increase of the applied force. The
structure of an FSR comprises of one conductive, one semiconductor
material layers, seperated in between by spacer one. Where the conductive
layer is comprised of "dash" pattern of conductive traces sparsed in parallel
stripes (rows) around the sensitive area of the FSR. So when the sensor
is pressed with certain force, more and more of the dashed traces are
compressed/pushed towards the semiconductor layer, shorting them and a
result reducing the overall impedance of the device (ref. fig.3.31-(b)). Force
Sensitive Resistors are typically not suitable for getting a very accurate
measurement of how much force is being applied but they are sufficient
enough of depicting the magnitude of change between different states of
exercised force.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.31: Force Sensitive Resistor - sensor: (a) - Interlink Electronics FSR
400[32]; (b) - FSR construction layout[33]
The Interlink Electronics FSR 4003.31-(a), are optimized for robotics or
human interaction with grip or touch devices, featuring compact design
with suitable (circular) geometry, good dynamic range of force that can
perceive in the low ranges between 20grams and 10kgs, with low break
force (turn-on threshold) - less than 20 grams (at 100kΩ), and quick
recovery (device rise) time of max. 3 usec. This makes the sensor at least
applicable in theory for the current task. Some of the other specifications
are listed in the following table 3.5.
Because MCUs and other Computing platforms don’t posses peripher-
als that can measure resistance directly, it’s ordinary to go through a con-
version stage that will transform the resistance value to voltage, that can be
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Motion sensors
In most robotics applications, the motion detection and tracking is accom-
plished by reading out and processing data from devices such as gyro-
scopes, accelerometers, magnetometers (compasses), optical/mechanical
encoders, GPSes, cameras and others. As it is not possible to integrate all
those components in the current platform, only those of them that have
somewhat a direct analogue in the human body, specifically the vestibu-
lar system, have been employed. Gyroscopes and accelerometers execute
the functions that the apparatus performs and as such they will be in-
cluded.[54]
Gyroscopes give information about the angular velocity around certain
axis or multiple axises (how fast something rotates/revolves around its
center), measured usually in [°/sec] or [RPM] and can be used to determine
the orientation of an object, while the accelerometers measure static
(gravity) or dynamic (vibrations or movement) forces of linear acceleration
along certain dimension or dimensions, portrayed usually in [g]-units or
[m/s2]. A combined Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) has been selected
- a single IC containing multiple motion tracking devices as gyroscope,
accelerometer and/or compass (magnetometer) in a single package. The
purpose of that is to conserve on space, cost, pin count needed to interface
all the individual devices and more importantly be able to concentrate
(position) all the devices to have the exact same centering of mass (volume)
. All of the integrated in the package sensors share (have overlapping
of) the same axis of motion. Also as the robot is interacting within
3 dimensional environment, the IMU must also be able to sense the
parameters axis.
Several options had been examined in the form of popular, off-the-shelf,
breakout boards available online, that are suitable for robotic applications,
such as LSM6DS3, LSM9DS0, LSM9DS1 [44] and MPU-9150[7]. Generally,
all the modules exhibit the same or similar characteristics as well as
parameter settings for their functionality and operation. Such as, the count
and nature of physical forces they can measure, settings for the sensitivity
range and sampling speed for each of the measurement devices they
feature inside the chip, properties of the sampling scheme utilized, databits
per read, communication interface, etc. The biggest difference between
the modules was that whether they include a magnetometer device inside
the IC or not. Overall, the choice fell on the MPU-9150, as it was readily
available at hand, cheapest than the rest devices (at about 5 times) but still
on par with the others in performance and capabilities. The exist of basic
code examples and libraries that demonstrate its basic functionality also
made i. it has been accepted for the role of motion sensor for the current
project. and it . The MPU-9150 is populated on a board module named as
and it’s parameters are:
For communicating with IMU board, one of the SBC’s I2C interfaces
(i2c-2) is going to paired with the device and with the help of simple library
made for the module, the SBC is going to read raw values for. I2C a
modified library has been utilized using the I2C interfa
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.34: MPU-9150 - module overviews: (a) - Top view of the module -
GY-9150; (b) - Depiction of axis of measurement - for angular velocity (left)
and for linear acceleration (right) [33]
3.3.6 Computing platform
This section discusses the choice over the used for the Scarab computer
processing platform. Proceeding from the conditions and requirements
imposed from the design point of view, tasks that it has to accomplish and
the hardware and software features and restrictions they would offer.
Rather often in the field of robotics, when autonomous intelligence and
operation are pursued, this would normally translate that the platform
would have to posses a component that would help facilitate its own
intellect and usually that is achieved by adopting a computer platform of
certain kind, usually tailored for the set of tasks it’s planned to perform and
the design it has to conform to. As the time and resources do not allow to
go with a custom based solutions, a more general purposed device had to
be selected for the current robot setup, and it is from this starting point that
the search for suitable computing platform begins.
First and foremost requirement for the processing platform is that it
is compact and would take over a small area - in the range 12x12 cm.
Also be considerably lightweight to about 80-100 grams and realized in
a single board package. A second criteria is that it features plentiful and
easy to interface peripherals, to be relatively cheap and low power, but
most importantly be quite popular, in the sense of available community,
functional and code examples, reference manuals, datasheets, and general
information. Under the above criteria several candidates had been
reviewed, in the form of MCU and SBC devices all in retrospect to the time
when the project began to be conceived, in mid 2014 and the embedded
platforms availability during that time. Some of the suggestions were the
rather cheap, but powerful and feature-rich ST STM32 Cortex M4 family of
microcontroller boards - STM32F4DISCOVERY and STM32F3DISCOVERY
on one end. And the Rasperry PI B+ (Broadcom BCM2835 SOC),
Beaglebone Black (TI AM3358 SOC) and the rather obscure Cubieboard2
(Allwinner A20 SOC) Single Board Computers on the other.
Initially the STM32 series of microcontroller were considered for the
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task of main CPU and sensors sampling device owing to the previous
experience of the author with the parts. Another major reason for
pondering their use is that they are one of the cheapest, most peripheral
and interface abundant ( I2C, SPI, PWM, USB, ADC, DVP, FSMC, DMA
and others) in a single package, combined with a powerful CPU (up to 186
MHz), large memory (up to 1MByte) and RAM (up to 192KBytes) devices
on the market. Another trait that comes in handy is the really convenient
development boards (the DISCOVERY series) available, which make the
platforms based on these MCUs perfect for low-to-mid level embedded
or simple robotic applications and perfect for direct integration. Last but
not least, the large software and hardware examples and documentation
both provided officially by the vendor for free and other users, makes the
platform especially attractive for hobbyists and professionals alike.
Eventually the choice diverted from MCUs because of performance
concerns and the peripheral demands outlined for the Scarab. As the
robot is specialized for machine learning, specifically for terrain inference,
the platform could probably execute the classification algorithm natively
relatively well, being that it had been previously developed and optimized
on more power platform beforehand and just been transfered to the MCU
afterwards ready to use. But with the accumulation of tasks that are
currently set the platform and what could be proposed in the future,
the processing platform would have to handle a lot of information. It
becomes clear that the MCU based solutions will be stretched to their
limit of their performance, also it would be needed to implement a Real-
Time Operating System on top of everything else, as it will be needed
to manage the implied mutli-tasking referring to the sampling of the
sensors, processing the information received through them, passing that
through the machine learning (NN) algorithm and finally producing a
result that could be translated to other external devices. There might even
be need for extra flash memory or RAM, which would further complicate
the hardware design and software, but also rise the price of the for the
complete platform. This is specifically true with the image acquisition
and processing tasks are included in the list of objectives for the project.
Deriving from the author’s personal experience with the platform, paring
an STM32F4DISCOVERY board to an OV7670 image sensor (using its DVP
interface) and analyzing the output performance, via own developedMCU
firmware and PC application (ref. fig.3.35) it was quickly discovered that
default hardware configuration is insufficient for image acquisition due to
small (local) RAM memory, but would be even more so both CPU and
memory wise for any further image processing. s
Another shortcoming for the ST’s platforms was on the number of
certain peripherals that were specified that the robot platform would
require. Preliminary it was decided that - 1 or more ADC (with multiple
channels) for sampling the force sensors, 4 or more UARTS for the servo
motors, other sensors or comm. devices, 2 or more I2C and SPI interfaces
for also communicating with other devices and at last is 2 DVP ports for
connecting to external camera modules gratifying the ability for acquiring
a stereoscopic vision, would be needed for the robot to be operational and
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system crashes or freezes, which is not desirable, so the Raspberry was also
skipped.
Next in the line, the BeagleBone Black was also examined. It features a
single core the more advanced 1GHz (ARMv7 Cortex-A8) processor again
with 512 MBytes of RAM, but with larger local soldered (4GB eMMC)
storage and 96 GPIO connection points which are multiplexed and can be
used as different peripherals (I2C, SPI, UART, etc.) and populated in easily
accessible 2 double row (2x24) female headers on each side ot its board.
Though being also quite popular, and more peripheral rich and powerful
processing platform than the Raspberry, it still lacked the extra second DVP
interface scheduled for the design, so it was also laid off.
Lastly, another possible contender emerged, with characteristics sur-
passing those of the previously mentioned embedded platforms and with
price even lower than some. The Cubieboard 2 at the time (mid 2014) was
one of the most powerful Linux SBCs featuring a Allwinnner’s A20 Dual
Core 1GHz (ARMv7 Cortex-A7) processor with 1GB RAM and 4GBytes
of internal NAND Flash and 96 GPIO and other communication pins, plus
other extra peripherals not found on the other platforms (like native SATA).
The processor performance set at 4000DMIPS was at least twice as high
than the previous discussed platforms - STM32F4DISCOVERY 225DMIPS
, Raspberry PI 1 B+ 840DMIPS, Beaglebone Black 2000DMIPS. Addition-
ally, the Allwinner’s A20 SOC envelops two seperate CSI (DVP) ports as
peripherals, a trait that was sought for the stereo coupling of two DVP
camera sensors, but the board itself does not have the pins propagated to
the external pin headers. So an alternative board with the same SOC had to
be found, with every spare pin available and accessible over a easily access-
ible header (ordinary pin headers, not any proprietary and rare small sized
connectors). Thus the final decision fell over the Olinuxino A20 Lime 4G
board from Olimex[11]. The board and short description of it is depicted in
fig.3.36 and table.3.6 respectively.
The biggest concern when choosing between the different embedded
solutions for the current mobile platform was the current consumption
and is usually an important issue with all embedded systems. Even
though there’s quite a gap between the ratings of the MCU and SOC
based boards, in the present situation where there are other larger loads,
taking the difference between the power consumptions between the
STM32F4DISCOVERY (max. 0.15 Watts) and the Olinuxino A20 Lime2
(max. 10 Watts, typically approx. 4 Watts) and comparing it to a single
servo’s power (max. 24 Watts, when the motor is stalling), the scale
factor is lower, and can be neglected when taking under consideration the
cumulative effect of all the 12 motors.
The nice characteristic of the Olinuxino board is that every pin not
engaged in any of the other ordinary connector like USB, HDMI, SATA,
etc. is exported on five, 1.27mm pitch, double row, male headers,
which enable full access to the SOC. The platform though not quite as
famous as the Raspberry or Beaglebone, has its own small developing
community and information about it’s utilization in different applications
and programming environments is plentiful. In the choice of OS for the
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SBC Olinuxino-
name A20-Lime2-4G
SOC Brand Allwinner A20
SOC Processor 1GHz Cortex-A7 (ARMv7)
Number of cores 2
GPU Dual Core Mali400
Memory 1GB DDR3 (524MHz)
Int. Storage 4GB NAND Flash
Ext. Storage uSD card slot (up to 64GB)
2.5" SATA 5V (up to 2TB)
Power supply 5V (2A max., 0.7A typ.)
DC female barrel
jack 6.3x2.0mm
Ready to use - HDMI,
Peripherals & 1Gbit native Ethernet,
Connectors 2xUSB + 1xUSB OTG,
native SATA + power
Misc. LiPo Battery
connector with
battery-charging
capabilities,
RESET, POWER and
RECOVERY buttons,
DEBUG-UART connector
for console debug
Embedded 160 GPIOs including:
interfaces 1x LCD (RGB/LVDS),
2xCSI/TS (DVP),
1xFM-IN, 2xADC,
1xCVBS, 1xVGA,
1xSPDIF-OUT, 1xR-TP,
1x MIC-IN
1x STEREO-OUT
2xPS/2, 4xUARTs, 3xI2C
1xCAN, 26x EINT GPIOs,
3xSPI , etc.
Supported OS Android and Linux
Dimensions (WxH) 64x88 mm
Weight 80 g
Figure 3.36 & Table 3.6: Olinuxino-A20-Lime2-4G Single Board Computer
- the board mounted on the Scarab’s carrier plate (on the left) and its
specification (on the right)
robot, Android had been discarded as the mechanics of the programming
required and the languages that have to be used, that are either Java or
other high level language (like Python) are unfamiliar to the author. Also
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the possibilities that Linux OS version (like Debian) running on the small
computer gives unlimited possibilities in sense that any program that is
either provided in source or precompiled for ARM, could be installed and
ran on the SBC, and the mechanics of the programming process is almost
identical to the desktop PC.
There are two major flaws linked with the Allwinner based devices,
and usually can be related to all SOC built systems. The first is with the
GPU acceleration, being that it is almost not utilized in the Linux based
environment. Due to license restrictions on the drivers and the source
code for them, documentation and software is commonly closed. As often,
the GPU part of any SOC is developed by a third party company and is
closely guarded secret and public information is rarely released. Even
though some support exists, in the form of closed binaries (blobs in the
kernel tree), most of the GPU features (media files encoding and decoding,
2D and 3D graphics acceleration and rendering for desktop environment)
had not been implemented and don’t work under Linux. Partially at fault
that Linux had been built graphics backends relying on frameworks like
OpenGL, while the SOC devices usually feature its embedded variant (such
as OpenGL ES) which is different etc. The only OS that have these functions
entirely operating is Android, as the SOC target base are the tablets, which
usually run it.
The second issue usually associated Chinese chip and SOC manufac-
tures is that there’s always the problemwith lack of proper documentation,
source code and general support with the platforms they provide. Quite
often, the manufacturer will deny publishing freely their datasheets, ref-
erence manuals and other technical documentation in fear of IP theft and
generally being uninterested in helping of small developer communities
and embedded boards manufactures. Additionally, Allwinner specifically
has been incriminatedmany times on violating the GPL licenses, and inten-
tionally withholding the source files, where they have to. Still, the largest
upside on Allwinner is the price competitiveness, going as low as 5-6 $USD
for a single SOC IC. And even with the above remarks, Allwinner still
remains one of the few manufactures still remaining relatively (partially)
open and releasing sources and documentation in public for their devices.
3.3.7 ADC ICs
The involvement of the FSR analog value that has to be sampled, rises a
need for an ADC circuit. Even though the Olinuxino A20 Lime2 board
has ADC ports available, there’s almost no information on how to make
that peripheral work under Linux based OSes, as there’s no driver module
(device file) available that addresses it directly (only Android has this
functionality enabled by default) so the peripheral is made accessible via
system calls or other specific functions. To fulfill this requirement, the
only remaining solution is to go through a "middle man" - an external
ADC chip, that could be interacted and controlled by the SBC via serial
interface/protocol or GPIO switching and reading. The device should
preferably feature simultaneous capture (sampling) of all channels at once,
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so a truly momentary "picture" of all FSR sensors state could be held. It
should also posses relatively large resolution (between 10-16 bits) for the
wide dynamic range that is attributed to the FSRs resistance values and to
be able to grasp the small voltage change of the resulting output from the
voltage divider even with large changes of applied pressure (ref. fig.3.33-
(b)). Important characteristic of is that it is able to sample at relatively
between 100-200 Hz, have minimum of 8 channels per single IC as there
isn’t much space to accommodate for many devices while there are 16
sensors to sample. Finally but also most importantly the device must come
either in a DIP package or be mounted on DIP breakout board or header, so
that it can be easily handled and integrated in a simple prototyping board.
No special tools or PCB design layout and manufacture must be required
to incorporate the device in the system.
Several ADC ICs had been reviewed as a solution: MCP37231-200
and MCP37D31-200 [65], MCP3008 and MCP3208 [72], MCP3424 and
MCP3428 [27], LTC2497 [53], ADS8568 [13], ADC0809 [12] and many
others. Because of factors like: smd packaging with no breakout
board availability, insufficient sampling speed, unsuitable communication
interface, low resolution, price and easy availability, most of them had
been discarded. For simplicity of design, speed, resolution, channels count,
expenses, availability, packaging and suitable communication interface, the
MCP3208[57] had been chosen for the purpose for digitizing the converted
pressure info of input voltage. The general specifications are presented in
table 3.7.
ADC chip name MCP3208
Supply Voltage 2,7 to 5 VDC
Max. sampling rate 100 ksps
Num. channels 4 pseudo-differential
pairs/
8 single-ended
inputs
Resolution 12 bit
Channels Sampling Individually
(one-by-one)
Comm. interface SPI
Comm. speed 2MHz (at 5VDC supply)
1MHz (at 3,3VDC supply)
Package PDIP-16
Figure 3.37 & Table 3.7: MCP3208 - ADC IC
Even though the device does cover a lot of the set of requirements, the
MCP3208 does exhibit several shortcomings. First, it does not feature a
simultaneous sampling capability for all it’s channels. Every channel value
being read, pertains to the point in time that particular channel had been
addressed via a SPI command. So if all channels are to be read, they can
only be done so in a sequential manner and there’s going to be a time offset
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between the reads defined by the (clock) speed of the SPI communication
and the gap between data packet transactions. An important note here
is, that the the sampling period for the ADC’s channels relies on the SPI
clock (provided by the master) - equal to 1.5 SPI clock cycles. During some
preliminary experiments, a test setup was devised, resembling a voltage
divider (as in fig.3.32) with two 47kOhm resistors, outputting half the
voltage of that, being used as a reference one for the MCP3208, and being
read by it with the SPI speed of 1MHz. The observed values were a lot
lower (with about 20% less) than they should had been, which lead to the
formation of a second problem. Because a high-impedance voltage source
is being measured, for the A/D converter to achieve satisfying results, the
charge holding capacitor (inside the ADC) must be given enough time to
acquire a 12-bit accurate voltage level during the 1.5 clock cycle sampling
period. So the SPI clock speed had to be lowered. This inherently reduced
the reading speed, and introduced a time bottleneck (a frequency limit)
with which the program that SBC runs could read the voltage values of
the FSRs. But also uncovered another caveat. When the sample period is
complete, the device converts one bit for each clock that is received. The
important thing here to remark is that a slow clock rate will allow charge to
bleed off the sample capacitor while the conversion is taking place, which
would also results in untrue values. So after experimenting with different
SPI speeds, it was heuristically found that a SPI clock frequency of about
60-70 kHz, is about the right one for communicatingwith the ADCs, for this
particular high-impedance scenario. The original datasheet[57] does offer
an alternative solution of using extra circuitry and electronics components
to create to low-impedance voltage source mirroring the output voltage of
the (FSR) divider, but because of limited space and design encumbrance,
the initial approach had been adopted - lowering the sampling frequency
by setting lower SPI clock speed and thus increasing the time delay for each
read.
The ADC will be utilized in its 8 channel single-end input mode and
two of them shall be needed to acquire the entire sensory feedback from
the 16 FSR incorporating voltage dividers circuits (fig.3.32) placed in the
robot’s torso (its electronics compartment). So, one ADC will cover the
sensors belonging to the right side legs, while the other, the ones on the left
side.
3.3.8 Camera modules
Usually people rely mostly on visual information to perceive their envir-
onment, so for example, they can navigate through it and avoid obstacles.
It was desired that the same feature is replicated for the robot platform.
Able to distinguish and measure distance to objects at close and very close
ranges - from 5-10 cm and less, to couple of meters, as objects in the close
proximity usually pose more immediate threat, and the ability to retrieve
a 3D (spatial) image of the environment around it. For the realization of
this objective - several options were considered in the forms from 3D cam-
era systems to simple camera modules for embedded applications. Ini-
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tially, popular devices as a Microsoft’s Kinect and ASUS Xiton were con-
sidered, but due to excesive size, weight, price and generally unsuited for
really close level interactions they were quickly discarded. A rather slim
alternative happen to be Intel’s RealSense Camera (R200) Developer Kit
[46] device but the constant stock unavailability, but mostly lack of soft-
ware and drivers for Linux and incompatible interface requirement (USB3.0
only) also refuted this.
Eventually the choice was stripped down to small camera sensors
populated on breakout boards for easier interfacing, with either with
CSI (DVP - Digital Video Port - parallel interface[38][75][16][64]), USB or
UART communication. Preferably the sensors would be having the auto-
focus ability and resolution between 0.3 - 2.0 Mega pixels. The idea in
the beginning was to "merge" two cameras (MT9D111 - ref.fig.3.38-(a))
with their DVP ports and produce a custom (hand-made) stereo vision
camera, where both sensors’ (DVP) buses are separate and addressed by
two different parallel camera interfaces of the SBC, but they would share
the same pixel clock (which is an input for each camera) and with the
help of additional software (custom driver, control program, etc.) proper
time-alignment and simultaneous frame capture between both is achieved.
But as the project progressed this proved to be too complicated, time-
consuming to accomplish and with general lack of knowledge how to
execute this with the current hardware and with Linux OS, combined
with the overall sketchy documentation about of the SOC’s hardware
(especially it’s camera peripherals), this idea was abandoned[25][3]. Also
as there wasn’t any clear information at the time, on how to even enable
(read) a single arbitrary camera sensor attached to a single CSI (Camera
Sensor Interface) of the current board[47][43][23] the entire concept for CSI
attached camera was put on hold. Additionally, with no device driver
available for this specific device - MT9D111[24] the decision was further
consolidated.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.38: Camera modules for embedded applications: (a) - MT9D111 -
DVP interface, 2Mpix, auto-focus[6]; (b) - OV5640 - USB interface, 5Mpix,
auto-focus[9]; (c) - CF0706C-V3 (OV7670 based) - UART interface, 0.3Mpix,
manual-focus[35]
So alternatively, a more simplified solution was sought, utilizing more
conventional interface and ease of programming. An USB (webcam class)
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device (ref.fig3.38-(b)) was originally assessed, but it would have required
a complex and time-consuming USB protocol programming, which the
author of this project is not familiar with, so at the end a final decision was
reached to an interface that was very common, easy to use, understand,
implement and is familiar - such as UART, and a suitable camera was
selected on that parameter - CF0706C (ref.fig.3.38-(c)). Some of the most
important overall characteristics of the module are shown in table 3.8
Camera module name CF0706C-V3
Supply Voltage 5 VDC
Comm. interface UART
Comm. type 8N1, TTL - RX & TX
Comm. speed 9600 - 115200 (default)
Resolution up to 640x480 (WxH)
Framerate up to 30 fps
Focus Manual (adjustable)
View-angle 120°
Image/Video format output JPEG/M-JPEG
Embedded Video Processor ? Yes
- Vimicro VC0760
AV Output ? Yes - CVBS
(NTSC - Analog Video)
Figure 3.39 & Table 3.8: CF0706C - UART Camera module [35]
CF0706C module combines in itself a 0.3 Megapixel CMOS (DVP
interface) sensor (fig.3.38-(c)) placed on the front and its own digital video
processor (in the form of a DSP device -VF0760) (fig.3.39) situated on its
back side. The role of the DSP is to handle all the low-level communication
in the form of raw image data bytes coming through the DVP parallel port
and execute control over the sensor via it’s I2C lines - sending/receiving
commands, while implementing its own processing algorithms (AWB,
AE,ACG, etc.) over sensor and post-processing over the received image
and subsequently further down the chain, encode the captured image in
photo or video stream, passed via data transfers between the DSP and
outside connected MCU type device via its UART interface. Thus the
DSP serves as a "translator" medium that converts and offloads the main
processor of the image acquisition and processing workload, propagating
the image data inmore compact formwhile at the same time exposing some
of its control parameters to be accessed or altered, all this by sending and
receiving UART data packets. One neat trait that the module pertains is,
the send images or video are already compressed to JPEG type formats,
before being set through the UART channel and the compression factor can
be modified. This affects the size of the communication packet and can
be adjusted so that the data that needs to pass through the relatively low
speed serial port, could do so more quickly, and thus attain faster visual
stream. This comes at the expense of reduced image quality though. More
information could be gathered at [80][77] and the listed inside sources.
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So at the end the stereo vision idea was canceled in favor of more
simple, single camera positioned statically in the middle (center) of the
front section of the robot’s body while facing forward and being connected
to one of the UART (ttySx) ports of the SBC.
3.3.9 Wireless communication
Part of the robot’s design is to enable the possibility of distanced
monitoring and control, and with it to remove the cumbersome andmotion
hindering cable tethering that is usually accompanied with any remote
connection. For the choice of a solution, wireless communication modules
of various types had been taken under account with several means
of connectivity - RF (NRF24L01 and different Xbee RF base modules),
Bluetooth (HC-06 (HC-05)) and Wifi (USB-WIFI Adapter WIFI-R5370 with
antenna). The factors that dictating the selection were that they are
compact, lightweight, cheap, low-power, easy to interface and operate
with and most importantly posses the ability to transmit data with high
throughput in case enormous data streams like video (vision) has to be
channeled - at least several MBytes/s. Large distance coverage is not
demanded as the robot would most probably be in-house or laboratory
environments during its exploitation.
Wifi Ralink RT5370
Device USB-WiFi Dongle
Host interface & power USB 2.0
Wireless Standards 802.11b/g/n
Frequency Band 2.4 GHz
Comm. speed 150Mbit/s
Antenna Gain 2dBi
Supported OSes Windows, Mac
Linux & Android
ARM support ? Yes
Figure 3.40 & Table 3.9: Ralink RT5370 USB-WiFi Dongle
Only but one device satisfied data speed requirement, and one other,
is just capable of transmission maximum of only of 2-3Mbit/s. At the
end the preference was given to the USB-to-WIFI adapter [58] due to the
simplicity of its use, the levels of management it unlocks and given that
over the entire campus of UiO , there’s Wifi coverage that could be utilized
to keep constant communication inside or outside if need arises. The
Wifi adapter effectively allows to take full control over every aspect of the
SBC, through methods like remote SSH or Desktop connection, that are
not possible with the other listed devices. The only disadvantage it has is
that, it relies on an availableWifi network (infrastruture) that both the robot
and the control device must connect to in order to facilitate communication
between both. But, if both devices are close by theWifi adapter could act as
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a WiFi hotspot/router, to which the controlling equipment could be paired
directly to, thus avoiding the need for external host and network.
3.4 Assembly
In the current subsection it is described and explained the steps during the
process of putting everything together an some of the design approaches a
the new ideas and thoughts that poped-upwhile proceeding to the physical
realization of the robot.
3.4.1 Leg sensors assembly
For the leg sensors installation a special methodology had to be developed.
A step-by-step manual process of proper insertion, gluing & pressing,
constant measurement as a reference and final conglomeration with the
rubber foot was performed to ensure all the sensors were producing similar
(infinite or high impedance) initial conditions (values) which could be
further used to judge when a sensor is under any stress or generally
unloaded. Thewhole procedurewas derived based on number of trail-and-
error (heuristic) attempts, that initially all failed, due to different issues of
wrongful design for the sensor housing (tight sensor slots and canals for
their conductors, with too much bending (twining)), as to using the wrong
materials (adhesive) and actions (trying to bend the part too much, and too
close to its sensitive area).
Figure 3.41: Pressure sensor installation preparation - some components
and tools: Scarab leg, a modified sensor and a padded on the back with
insulation tape bore piece
The refined final approach could be outlined as follows. Initially, each
sensor taken was soldered to an extra two pin male header on its terminals
side. Additionally a thermal (heat-shrink tubing) insulator was added,
wrapping around the area where the sensor’s own terminals pinch its
conductor (gray) lines (final product - fig.3.42 - (a)). The reason for that
is the quite gentile structure of the sensor and its susceptiveness to tearing,
around areas where there are pinches and narrowings (constraints). Also
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the contact terminals of the sensor proved flimsy, soft and small (quite
unhandy to operate manually). Not providing good contact with the 2-
pin female header that it was going to be further coupled (linked) with.
With the male 2-pin header provided a more stable and rigid connection
was gained, that could allow multiple actions of attach/detach and did
not require extreme dexterity from the operator. This decision rose from
practical experience with ruptured conductor traces, when the part was
flexed and bended for small amount of time. Though theywere not directly
visible, the fractures were happening frequently, thus the rugedized stiffing
collar was implemented to isolate and exclude the breakages from that area.
From this moment on, till the entire process of assemblage of a
sensor inside the leg was completed, the produced (augmented) sensor
component was constantly hooked-up to a multimeter set to measure its
resistance(3.42 - (b)). When not actuated (pressed) the sensor reading
was OL (Out of Limit) and the monitoring was instrumental during the
sticking of the sensor inside the sensor slots of the leg. To guarantee
that when the process is finished, there’s no indication that there’s some
bending/twisting or compression force exercised (there’s no pressure
applied at it) on the sensitive resistive pads of the component, bringing out
false readings and generally implicating improper settling of the sensor.
Thus the current procedure was established to make sure that the final
results (conditions) between all the sensors are more uniform, at least for
the initial (non-actuated) state.
After that the leg part was prepared for the operation by fixating it
in a vice holder and aligning it in way ensuring that the hole slot that is
currently going to have a sensor installed in, its bottom (floor) is parallel
(or at least closely) to the ground (fig.3.42 - (c)). Avoiding any spillage or
side sliding of the glue material when sensor is pressed inside. Lines were
drawn to highlight and make easy to orient the device when positioned.
At the next stage, glue is applied at the floor of the round slots planned for
accomodating the sensors (round head) inside, first. Then, immediately
(while the glue is still molten and hot) the sensor is shoved above and
pressed. (fig.3.42 - (d)). The glue is put, in the area between the center circle
of where the sensor would lie, and its adjoining "neck" constriction. The
purpose of that glue placement is that when the sensor is layed down, the
glue would partially engulf in another "stiffening collar" the pinched area
and eliminate any twisting deformations, producing the false readings.
It was at this stage it was found that super glue (the quick-dry type of
water like consistence as Locktite) is damaging to the sensor. As the
moment it gets into contact with the back side of the sensor, it spreads
and permeates in the gap between the two layers of plastic - one housing
the sensitive (seperated) conductor stripes (green) and the conductive pad
(black) that acts a shorting bridge between them when pressured. The
sensor immediately started to go low on its resistance (to around 50KOhms
observed on the multimeter) even though no force was yielded onto it. The
molten silicon did not manifest such effects.
After the glue is put, the component is quickly positioned at its place,
andwith the proper alignment it is shoved downwith the padded back end
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
Figure 3.42: Pressure sensor - consecutive installation stages from (a) to (g)
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of a bore piece (with an overall diameter slightly below that of the hole)
(fig.3.41). The soft padding was needed because of the sharp edges and
small extruding outwards sharp dimple in the middle of the bore piece’s
back side was piercing the sensor during initial trials, and blemished the
sensor. The technique here, was to toggle between periods of exerting and
withdrawing the press on the sensor every couple of seconds, checking on
its impedance while it’s relieved, to see whether it is recovering to its high
impedance state till the silicon cooled down and strengthened. During
this step, it was imperative to keep the (conductor) ribbon in it straight
shape, on the same level with the sensor slot - as any bending or twisting
deformation close to the sensitive head, would be preserved because of
stiffed glue, generating a false resistance values and thus rendering the
sensor useless. The end result of a good stacking is shown on fig.3.42 - (e).
The excess of solidified silicon is removed not to interfere with the rubber
foot that is going to be placed on top (3.42 - (f)).
As a final step in the process, the rubber foot is stacked at the top, with
the glue applied only at the bottom side of it first. The glue is recommended
to be of type that will not elevate and create a physical volume of its own
when it cures and disturb the stance of the foot over the sensor head. The
Locktite (watery type) can be used here. After the above procedure is
iterated for all the remaining sensors, the composed cluster (3.42 - (g)) of
the joint is ready to be further connected to the measurement circuit (ADC
ICs) situated inside the robot’s body.
The connection is realized by a flat ribbon header cable with 8 lanes,
divided to 4 differential pairs. Where each pair is coupled to the modified
male terminals of a pressure sensor via a female one on one end (fig.3.43
- (a)). While on the other end it finishes with a 8 pin wide, angular
male header (fig.3.43 - (b)), supposed to be inserted in its male straight
counterpart (fig.3.43 - (c)) which enables the impedance value to be further
propagated to the input pins of the ADC (also shown on the picture). The
generated swept down shape connection between the last two, provides
stronger fastening (less likely to detach is the cable is just directly pulled),
more compactness (converged and closer (aligned) to the body link)
and less obstructiveness to the robot movements (more lax and oriented
towards the joint movement holding the cable facing orientation).
During some of the robot’s walk experiments it was discovered that the
header coupling between the sensors 2 pin male headers and the ribbon’s
2 pin female ones, would come loose and unfasten (disconnect) (ref.3.43 -
(a)), even though the cable was glued around its insertion slot (in the leg
joint) to isolate it fromwobbling around. Tape around the connection point
was applied to contain both parts in place. But what was most alerting was
that the connection between the 8 pin male header of the ribbon cable’s
other (ref.3.43 - (b)) end and the 8 pin female one paired to the ADCs
(ref.3.43 - (c)) was also not strong and tight enough to provide constant
contact and prevent the cable from slipping away. As seen in (ref.3.43 -
(b)) the male header is using it’s short (angled) pins to attach into the the
female housing, the reason is that the depicted type of female header could
not accommodate for longer pin male headers. Also the header had an
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 3.43: Leg sensors assembly and connection: (a) - the front end of the
ribbon cable populated with 2.54mm pitch 2-pin female headers, designed
to be joined with the opposite (male) made headers of the sensors; (b) -
the 2.54mm pitch 8-pin angular male header with the inscriptions on the
cables indicating to which sensor (in regard of placement) each pair (of 2
wires) belongs to (RIGHT, TOP, BOTTOM or LEFT); (c) - the 8-pin female
(straight) header that is going to take in the angled male one, also with
labeled input pins on top ([R]IGHT, [T]OP, [B]OTTOM or [L]EFT); (d) - the
whole (complete) assembly of the limb structure
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issue that its side blades, which purpose is to "catch and hold" the male pin
were becoming too loose and could not maintain good contact with them,
which resulted in reading values of 0 from the sensors, even though the
male header was fully inserted and the sensors were actuated. So as a final
modification to the FSR sensors reading cable link, all the ADCs’ adjacent
female headers were replacedwith better ones (ref. Fig.3.44 - (a) - right) and
the longer straight pins side of the male headers were utilized this time for
all the limbs ribbon cables, for more robust and sturdy attachment between
them and the ADCs’ female ones - shown on fig.3.44 - (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.44: FSR-ADC connection: (a) - comparison between two female
types headers - the short depth, bad quality on the left[10], and the better
fastening one on the right[20]; (b) - the link between the FSRs and ADCs
Another problem that was encountered while practicing just different
postures and changing between robot stances, was that the connection
between the glued sensors and the round holes supposed to accommodate
for them, tend to sever. Where the entire FSR assembly would just detach
from the bottom of the round slot, but with the sensor still intact and
preserved for future re-use (ref. fig.3.4.1-(b)). Or the rubber foot would just
tear itself from the FSR surface, taking away the active area of the FSR (ref.
fig.3.31-(b)) with it (ref. fig.3.4.1-(a)), rendering the entire assembly useless
and need for replacement. The main reason is that being in contact with the
surface, while performing some motion effectively leads to the dragging
the FSR’s rubber foot, which creates twisting/tearing force extruding the
sensor assembly out of its hollow. This was proof that there’s not enough
support from the holes’ walls encircling and holding the sensors’ rubber
feet in place. Especially with the TOP sensors, where there is not that
much contact surface to withhold them(due to the canal gaps - fig.3.10-
(c)) and additionally with TOP and BOTTOM sensors being subjected
most frequently to interactions rather than the side sensors. To amend
the situation and bring additional strength, extra glue had been added
around the area where the ribbon cable of the FSRs comes out, forming
semi-ring around the rubber feet and engulfing that side. While for the
TOP sensors the canals had been filled with glue to exert some grip over
the TOP rubber feet. The hot glue was applied in a way that it did not
incur any additional false readings, the FSR resistance was kept the same
as before this operation was done, but any future readings when sensors
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are actuated will be altered. All further tests and measurements had been
done after this last intervention, there has not been a single sensor breakage
since.
(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.45: Feet sensors - rupture and fixes - (a) - FSR sensor just unglued
(detached) from its holder slot; (b) - the active area ruptured from the rest
FSR; (c) & (d) - the added silicon collars around the cable and canal slots
around the rubber feet;
Despite that maximum effort was invested to ensure repetitive and
equal results for the placement and resistive output for the sensor in the
legs, trying to achieve uniform and unhindered (unbiased/uninfluneced)
true results from the leg sensors was impossible. There’s just too much
deviation of final results caused by the manual installation, that cannot be
overcome. Some sensors will give different results, even though they are
subjected to the same force or conditions, like for example a push directed
straight forward to the center of the rubber feet would produce different
impedance read outs. Also, the breaking-force (turn-on force), that is
characterized as the force needed to start actuate the FSR sensor (bring
it at values about 150-100 kOhm), varies a lot due to the inconsistencies
of mechanics build for each feet. So, even though the same condition is
applied, the starting point and the magnitude of the difference will also
vary a lot. For these reasons, it is going to be hard to make sense of the
data collected during the robot’s runs as its interpretation would probably
not be linear and be intuitively understood and comprehended (it would
be difficult to directly judge in what absolute state the robot is currently
by just overseeing the resistor values, it would be hard to derive that).
So if a classification problem is to be implemented it is going to be it
would probably where each FSR feet sensor is treated as an "individual" at
which not its absolute values are taken into account, but the relative value
difference between different actuation states.
A suggestion for future, might be to cast the entire sensor inside
a silicon mold or other material or buy a premade (standartized and
calibrated) packaged tactile sensors that are ready for installation and
robust enough to be used in conditions of repeated direct contact.
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3.4.2 Motors installation and movement axis orientation
For the installation of motors inside each link, and adding the joints
together to produce an entire functioning limb attached to the central body,
almost exclusively 2mmdiameter screws of 6mm, 8mm and by exception of
several 10 mm length had been used. Each servo is held by 4, 2mm screws,
fixating the servos horn to the joint, it’s supposed to revolve around, on
one side. While on the other side a 3mm screw is inserted on the back side
of the motor, that rotates with the motor inside a screw hole, providing
extra support. This scheme where the whole motor rotates with the joint
it’s supposed to actuate , while its rotor (horn) is fixed at the previous joint
(providing its base) is accustomed for the hip and leg joints. The hip and leg
joints are adjoint with their actuators by 16 and 12 counts of 2mm screws
and bolts respectively. Only the base servos have their stator fixed, retained
in holder braces to the carcass of the robot by only 8 2mm screws, while
the horn rotates the entire limb by the shoulder joint fastened by 4 2mm
screws. The 3 servos comprising each limb are linked serially by a custom
hand-made cable featuring the dynamixels connectors (ref. Fig.3.19). The
reason for that was that the length of proprietary ones were unsuitable and
it was generally more cheap to produce and replace the hand-made ones
being more expendable if they fault. The main link node for each limb, of
daisy chained servos is the base joint.
An important point at the installation of the motors is what rotor
position is going to be considered the motors neutral (default 0°) one and
in what joint position is that going to constitute to. It has been established
that an absolute angle of 0° is going to refer to the center (511 (decimal)
value sent to the motor as a goal) position of the servo’s horn for all the
motors in the robot structure. Directionally, it had been accepted that any
elevation for the hip and leg joints is going to be inherent with values
leaning toward the positive, while any declination is going towards the
negative. For the base joints this behaviour changes because of the different
orientation and alignment of those motors across the body, for the Front-
Left and Back-Right limbs, yawing the shoulder to the front of the body,
means to adhere to the plus side, while for the same action Front-Right
and Back-Left limbs would have be issued angles towards minus. So for
the same action, the values are inverted between the two groups. Figure
3.46 illustrates this with the Front-Right Limb’ joints in neutral position.
Basically this is regarded as the 0°. This all matters because later in the
software the angles being set or read are going to be issued with values
referring to this convention.
Additionally some safety limits for the angles had to be implemented,
so the robot does not turn on itself, start breaking parts of itself by pushing
against some other part or start ripping of cables due to limited length,
as the servo motors have quite large (natural) angular range. After some
physical experiments the following numbers were derived, ref. table 3.10.
An overall picture of the electronics, wiring and connections between
the components comprising the leg assemblies and devices outside them is
given by schematic diagram shown in fig.3.47
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.46: Limb servo joints - default (0°) orientation: (a) - Base (shoulder)
joint at (0°); (b) - Hip and Leg joints at (0°)
Joint(s) Max. angle Min. angle
(joint CW direction) (joint CCW direction)
Hips +57° -45°
Legs +65° -125°
Front-Left & Back-Right Limbs +45° -90°
Front-Right & Back-Left Limbs +90° -45°
Table 3.10: Robot servos - angle limits
3.4.3 Motors and sensors enumeration
A naming convention/table had to be created so to properly address and
identify the motors in each joint and the pressure sensors in each leg. For
the motors, an enumeration scheme is presented in table3.11, following
the naming plan for the limbs laid in fig.3.13-(c) and further specified for
each joint in the robot’s scheme, so that each servo can be given and set an
ID number, that could be further appropriately referenced in the program
that SBC is going run. The same is applied for the tactile sensors in table
3.12 when they are accessed through code or to refer them more easily
later. As there are 4 sensors in each leg (in each limb), additional labels
for each one have to be determined before they can be enumerated. They
are labeled according to their placement and orientation (side), from a first-
person point of view, taken (starting) from the back of the leg joint (where
the motor lies), staring towards end tip (where the sensors themselves are
situated), with the roll orientation,so the leg’s curve sweeps down. So the
user can orient himself to which sensor is had in mind later in the program
and other schematics. From this perspective, the two sensors in that are
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Figure 3.47: Scarab - Leg assemblies electronics, wiring and connections
diagram. The IDs of the servos and FSR sensors refer to those of tables 3.11
and 3.12 for identification
centered and vertical to each other, the sensor that is on the straight front
(tip) is labeled TOP, the one below it - BOTTOM, while the the sensors on
the left and right - LEFT and RIGHT, respectively.
For the naming of the touch sensors in the legs, their naming as
3.4.4 Batteries installation
The integration of the batteries in the body and their further aggregation
in power system was conducted as they were being wrapped around
with insulation tape and further tucked and glued inside the battery
compartment of the carcass. The insulation tape help to enforce the
isolation between cells, preventing possible short circuits as the robot
moving might create griding. The gluing between the batteries themselves,
andwith the body,ensured nowabble/playwill exist and also strenghtened
the construction turning the batteries into extra beams of support. Further
on the batteries were coupled together by wiring their terminals as
depicted in fig.3.24, where the final output of the entire packet (comprising
of two 3 cell stacks paralleled together) ends with a male connector 3S
JST-XH Connector Adapter for 3 cell 11.1V Li-Po batteries [8] with the
connection points (-B , B2-, B1- and B+) corresponding to the wires (Black,
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Limb Joint Motor
(ID)
Front-Left Shoulder 1
Front-Left Hip 2
Front-Left Leg 3
Front-Right Shoulder 4
Front-Right Hip 5
Front-Right Leg 6
Back-Left Shoulder 7
Back-Left Hip 8
Back-Left Leg 9
Back-Right Shoulder 10
Back-Right Hip 11
Back-Right Leg 12
Table 3.11: Servos IDs - joint
appropriation
Limb Position FSR
Label (ID) #
Back-Right RIGHT 1
Back-Right TOP 2
Back-Right BOTTOM 3
Back-Right LEFT 4
Front-Right RIGHT 5
Front-Right TOP 6
Front-Right BOTTOM 7
Front-Right LEFT 8
Front-Left RIGHT 9
Front-Left TOP 10
Front-Left BOTTOM 11
Front-Left LEFT 12
Back-Left RIGHT 13
Back-Left TOP 14
Back-Left BOTTOM 15
Back-Left LEFT 16
Table 3.12: FSR Sensor IDs -
leg (limb) appropriation
Yellow, White and Red) as stated in the convention [15]. The connector
is further going to be inserted in the corresponding male connector of the
same type, adjacent to the Li-Po battery pack protection board (PCB) (also
shown on fig.3.24). The wire link between the batteries and the PCB is
labeled BW1.
Figure 3.48: Battery compartment - installed and wired batteries,
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3.4.5 Electronics compartment
The electronics compartment shown in fig.3.13 , is the section of the body
where the rest of the electronics that is not (covered by) the SBC, Batteries,
SMPS2Dynamixel board, motors or FSR sensors is going to be situated, but
is essential and is the main contributer so that all these components come
together and make the platform functional.
The compartment will be housing a board carrying the electronic
elements needed to complete the robot design and functionality. It will
consist of the power system including the PCB for the battery pack, power
switches, regulators and their attributed connectors and jumper wires,
partially illustrated in fig.3.28, to distribute current throughout the system.
Also it will hold the MPU-9150 inertial (motion) and camera modules.
The ADC circuits with the FSRs appropriated voltage dividers linked to
the ADC chips, with the needed female and male headers for joining the
associated FSR cables in (J-FSR-*) and communicating the digitized data (J-
ADC*) out. Finally all the power and communication for each limb servos
set, are broken down to four sets of cables, each featuring a connector that
goes inside the base motor of each limb, with its data line propagated to
the male header (J-DXLS) on one end, and the power lines (Vdd and GND)
hooked to an extra dynamixel connector (which only have its VDD and
GND lines populated) being inserted in the associated SMPS2Dynamixel
female connector for power source. So J-DXLS is the main control point for
all the robots servos.
Overall the electronics compartment board acts as a central hub and a
medium for power and communication throughout the system. Fig.3.49
shows the complete electronics content of it and illustrates the connections
to the other components of the robot architecture that are being made to
unify the system.
The board has beenmade out of a single-sided prototyping PCB[34] and
its final version is presented on fig.3.50. It has been trimmed and "bottle
necked" around its mounting holes to fit inside the front section the robot,
and is being fastened with 3mm (12mm long) screws in front, and elevated
by padding bolts in between the sections. The layout of the components
follows partially that of the schematic (ref.fig.3.49) and with the task to
hinder the construction and motion of the robot at least as possible, but
also to be room efficient. As such, the (female) headers allocated for the
pressure sensors had been positioned on the side, laying horizontally, to be
more comfortable for attaching and detaching, with the their ADC chips
and voltage dividers and headers nearby. The battery protection PCB is on
the bottom and an effort had been made, so when the board in situated and
installed inside the robot, to place the MPU-9150 (the IC) will be positioned
in the mid-section along the length and width of the robot. The camera and
power regulator are in front, to have a clear view and also as being to high
to fit right to under the carrier plate.
A distinctive feature for this section is the relative large count of
connectors and headers, especially for interfacing the sensor subsystems,
instead of just soldering the wires directly to the components or PCB. The
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reason behind this is to enable larger modularity and expandability for
future addition or replacement of components - the computing platform
could be interchangeable and so on. The electronics compartment board
could be used in other similar robot platforms if so desired. Additionally
those headers and connectors are isolated between each other, there’s no
sharing of Vcc or GND or other pins that could be coupled together like
some of the pins of the twoADC chips, again for the same purpose, but also
to reduce the already crowded tracing and remove the cluttered jumper
wiring that would be required to facilitate this. Some of this coupling
though will be implemented in the ribbon cable and connectors conjoining
the SBC with modules.
A final warning for the future is that jumper wires JW1 and JW2 must
not be mistaken when inserting them to their alloted connectors otherwise
this will destroy the SBC and rest of the electronics in the electronics
compartment.
3.4.6 SBC installation
The final part of the robot assembly is the SBC with its aggregation into
the entire system which is brought by the connectors and cables attached
to the affiliated male headers of the SBC on one end. While the other is
being suspended and linked to the individual modules of the electronics
compartment board below. The SBC is mounted on the carrier plate and
fastened by two 3mm in diameter and 12 mm long screws with the plastic
bolts positioned on top (ref. fig.3.36). The electronics schematic and the
connections realization are portrayed on fig.3.51
A slight modification performed to the SBC power connector is
that the female jack had been discarded for use, and a 2-pin XH
2.54mm pitch connector is paralleled for receiving the power through
the JW2 cable. The reason is that with a lot of shock motion, the
contact between the male and female parts of the power connec-
tion would slip out slightly and sever the power which was prac-
tically experienced many times and lead to reseting the computer.
Figure 3.52: UART
Full<->Half Duplex
Bridge as proposed
from Dynamixel[18]
Another important point is the way the UART
ports of the SBC, alloted for communication with
the servo motor limb groups, are wired and con-
nected to the motors’ Data pins, which are expor-
ted on the on the J-DXLS header. Due to the nature
differences between the Half-Duplex (single line
for TX&RX) servo communication and the Full-
Duplex only support for the Olinuxino board (sep-
arate lines for TX&RX), a convenient method had
to be implemented for interacting between the two
modes. Dynaximel has proposed a possible solu-
tion (shown on fig.3.52) incorporating additional
logic with external pin manipulating the direction
of transmission, allowing unidirectional only, either input or output, trans-
actions to be channeled to the appropriate pins of board’s UARTs. By se-
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to be transmitted, before even the GPIO toggled. The opposite situation,
where data is sent first, inquiring the servo to give back a response, which
happens after time delay (0.5 msec typically) had also failed, all the time.
As the GPIO cannot be made to change its state (to low) for reading mode
in the time gap preceding the returned status packed. The actual change of
the pin state occurred during the (initial) sending was taking place, even
though the code-wise, each (line) statement is set to transpire in the correct
order.
The source of the issue is that, todays computer are quite fast and
having more cores and a lot of optimization done inside, causes the kernel
to report success on write before the data are actually written. So to not
deter the greatly faster CPU, compared to the low speed peripherals it
must manipulate, from performing its other tasks. Pointing out that, in
Linux, the interaction with the hardware devices is usually done through
device files (placed in /dev/ directory) on which system calls (like read()
and write()) are being invoked on utilizing the POSIX system library. Thus,
due to all of this imposed buffering and process sub-scheduling, it cannot
be guaranteed that when a particular action is issued (from a program
perspective) it will manifest itself in that specific instance, especially when
interfacing on a hardware and multiple software layers servicing. As
the Linux version used for the project is not deterministic or real-time in
nature, neither the GPIO switching nor UART communication could be
usedwith absolute certainty (in time)to produce the necessary synchronous
cooperation.
Figure 3.53: Scarab - SBC section assembled
Choosing a simpler approach of coupling altogether the RX, TX pin of
the associated SBC UART port with the merged Data line node for the
servos in the limbs, proved to be the only feasible one. The implication
with this configuration was that with every packet being send out, the data
would be reflected back into the input buffer, responsible for the UART
(ttyS*) devices. Thus it would have to be flushed, very quickly, just after
the transmission had ended and, if it’s the case, before the consecutive
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response. Which at least now was possible and performed steadily well
by issuing a time delay (reflected by the selected UART speed) and flush
command, just after the send out statement (code line in the software) was
passed.
Another trait how the communication with the robot’s motors is
structured and apportioned, is being that there are two UART ports -
UART6 and UART5 - dedicated for interfacing with the servos on the
left and right side of the body, respectively. The reason for the division
being a concern about insufficient bandwidth which might occur if there’s
a necessity to address all the motors, very frequently at lower comm.
speeds. Taking into a account that there are 10 bits per byte (8N1)
that had to be send, and usually a command packet consists of 7 or 8
bytes, and given that there are 12 motors which, for example, need to be
addressed at 115200 bit/s with 100 Hz. The time required to execute this
(10×8×12×(1/115200)×100 = 0,83 sec, ideally with no overhead) reaches
physical limitation of the bandwidth incurred by the commands update
frequency being levied. Having two separate devices to manage that,
not only distributes the load but also makes the communication with the
motors to be more instantenous and less reliant on shared single device
resources.
Lastly, there’s some voltage differences over the UART pins of the
Dynamixel (5V) and the Olinuxino board(3.3V) though the SBC seems to
be tolerant on those and has been working perfectly being wired directly.
With all the above actions performed up to now and the plugging of the
last connectors and fastening of the carrier plate in the carcass, the Scarab
is physically completed and ready for developing on and experimenting
with.
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Chapter 4
Planning the project
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Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter some observations , measurements and test results are
presented, that took place during the process creating and utilizing the
robot platform.
5.1 Robot parts and body weight comparison
The topmost aim of the project had been to deliver a lightweight as possible
robot design, that for each individual part after its 3D printing and the final
actualization of the entire robot, would measure less, or in the worst case,
be on par with the mass of the other quadrupeds reviewed previously - the
Aracna, QuadraTot and one UiO’s ownmade robots - the Karkinos - robot3
in its hexapod configuration[62]. The Karkinos was selected, because it was
used as an inspiration, but mostly as a source of components for the Scarab.
For that purpose, a weight comparison between the functionally equivalent
parts and the final configurations of the above mentioned platforms had
been done, by practically weighing and using mentioned data from the
papers describing the robots.
Table5.1 shows the results of the actual mass of related body parts
between the different robots, with several remarks. Due the Aracna and
Quadruped feature only 2 DOF for their feet assemblies, they have their
shoulder link data omitted. Also, given that the Aracna entire limb is one
inseparable part (the hip and leg are intertwined), thus cannot give exact
weight for each section of it, a suggestive estimate had been presumed that
Robot Body (Chassis) Base (shoulder) Hip (thigh) Leg part
name part - [g] part - [g] part - [g] - [g]
Scarab 110 20 32 24
Aracna 220 - 49 49
QuadraTot 396 - 42 42
Karkinos
(robot3) 190 (base) 26 (coxa) 64 (femur) 26 (tibia)
Table 5.1: UiO’s robots - individual parts weight comparison
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Robot Body parts Bare-bones Full set
name (plastic) only - [g] assembly - [g] assembly - [g]
Scarab 440 1300 (1180) 1944
Aracna 612 1074 1290
QuadraTot 732 1384 1880
Karkinos
(robot3) 886 1960 >2000
Table 5.2: UiO’s robots - assembly types weight comparison
both sections would share equally the weight of the entire limb (98 g total).
Lastly for the Karkinos robot, for the hip and leg parts, the femur in the mid
size (168 mm total length) femur and smallest size (114 mm total length)
tibia were chosen as samples, because they come closest in actual size with
the Scarab’s equivalent links. Also for the Scarab, the Chassis part includes
in itself the robots torso (fig.3.14) - 90 g plus the carrier plate(fig.3.15) for the
SBC (20 g). Given the above points, it could be clearly seen from the table,
that each 3D printed part of Scarab’s body is lighter than its counterpart
from the other robots.
Table 5.2 depicts the final results of the actual masses of the robots in
their different configurations. If only the sum of all the produced from
the 3D printing plastic for that robot is referred to, Scarab comes on top
being the lightest, even though it features more parts and larger layout.
Bare-bones assembly presumes a setup where the robot is stripped down
to its basic functionality (a tethered configuration), where only the robot’s
motors, possibly sensors, cables and connectors for distributing power and
communication within the platform and externally via cables are present,
while, internal power (like batteries) , on-board processor boards and
wireless communication devices are secondary and thus are excluded to
make the platform more lightweight. On that quality Aracna comes first,
as the number of motors (joints) it pertains is smallest, but also because of
its plain and slim structure does not have to accommodate for anything else
besides the small Arbotix board, battery pack and servos. Its lack of sensors
and complex electronics, does not bring the need for incorporating extra
boards, circuitry, components or space. On that account, the Scarab comes
at a disadvantage, as its more complicated and feature rich design brings
about extra components and area to place them all, adding on the scale. For
that reason two bare-bone setups had been considered depending on what
kind of features or weight are desired.
The first one (1180g) is where the sensors and sensors processing circuit
(the electronics compartment board) and their appropriated cables and
connectors had been completely discarded, along with the battery pack,
SBC and its Wifi adapter. Thus, the Scarab has only its motors installed
with their adjacent cables and connectors, while power and communication
to the them is provided externally. This characteristically resembles the
Aracna in its tethered mode the closest.
The second (1300g) setup, has all of the sensors functional with the
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electronics compartment board and rest of the circuity included, with only
the power and processing hosted externally, thus the battery pack and SBC
with its Wifi adapter are removed.
Though slightly heavier, its commendable that event in its tethered
mode, the Scarab does come close to the Aracna. An important note
here is that the switching between bare-bone and full-set assemblies is
not recommended for the Scarab, as the battery pack has been designed
to be persistently carried within the torso, though possible, too frequently
attaching and detaching the accumulator might lead to breakes in the body.
The last column potrays the configurations where to robots are fully
equipped and every single component of their original design (sesnsors,
batteries, processing boards, etc.) are installed. On that field the Scarab
comes third, but still pretty close to the second place with a small difference
in just 70 grams compared to the QuadraTot.
As it could be seen there’s a huge increase in weight between the
different compositions for the Scarab. Between the second and third
column, the large jump of about 900 grams, could be explained by the
12 servos that have to be installed and depending on the situation, the
sensors and sensors processing circuit that had included. For the second
stage, between column 3 and 4, the reason for the relatively big increase (of
about 700 grams), is justified because the robot has been intended to run
for prolonged periods, thus a larger the battery package weighing about
500 grams is needed, and the electronics compartment taking care of the
power management and distribution plus part of the sensors and sensors
processing circuit(110 grams) and the SBC with theWifi adapter (96 grams)
requisite for autonomous functionality.
Overall if not first in lightness, the Scarab is close second competitor
compared to the others, but still combining in itself a lot of attributes and
possibility of expansion.
5.2 Camera tests
One of the first components of the robot to be testedwas the camera system.
To see whether it was operating correctly and test some its functionally
a test case was conducted taking several pictures and further examining
their quality and size to see whether the frame rate of the data reads is fast
enough so smooth image flow could be achieved (at least 10-15 fps).
As it could be seen(fig.5.1) the taken pictures contain great amount of
artefacts in the form of row offsets and random occurring miscoloration
patterns and patches, that stretch along the vertical lines of the image, in
stripes manner. Also noticeable is that the artefacts predominantly occupy
(lean toward) the right side of the picture frame. Observing these patterns,
some assumptions could be drawn about the factors that could be causing
this behaviour. The offsets and possibly the miscoloration might be due to
the imperfect acquistion of image data from the camera’s parallel bus to the
video processor, due to incorrect generation of the control (clock) signals
(like VSYNC, FSYNC, HSYNC, etc.) that indicate the proper time for the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.1: Camera capture test - (a) & (b) - images captured with
compression ratio = 13; (c) & (d) - images captured with compression ratio
= 63 (the maximum);
video processor to read byte value from the bus. The clock generation or
their acquisition and/or interpretation from the DSP might be the cause.
On top of that, in some small patches (blocks) of the picture, chess type
patterns are noticed, whichmight imply problems in the JPEG compression
part (DCT transformation) of the image processing chain, as the size of
the blocks those artefacts appear in, resemble the 8x8 pixel "chunks" the
JPEG algorithm works on [45]. Overall, it’s very hard to distinguish where
and why those issues are happening and what is causing them, without
"dissecting" the entire module and perform more detailed debugging with
logical analyzers, interface protocol "sniffers", etc. As this would divert
too much time and there’s not proper tools to perform the analysis, further
investigation was disregarded. But it can be concluded that reasons for
this problem are either in the sensor, digital video processor or in the
communication in between. What could be stated clearly though is, that
any mistake along the UART communication between the SBC cannot be a
cause for these issues. To further solidify this claim, it was noticed that with
the increase of compression, the artefacting became smaller and the picture
clearer, even though the rest of the parameters and the configuration of the
test setup were kept exactly the same. So the final verdict is that there’s
something faulty with the module.
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Anyway, another important aspect for the received images was to
find their size and the time needed for an entire frame to be acquired
through the UART port. With the default settings of VGA resolution,
max. speed of 115200 bits/sec and with small compression factor of 13
[-], the produced pictures were about 47-48 kBytes and took about 5-6 sec
to transfer. While increasing the compression ratio to its maximum - factor
of 63 [-] - resulted halving the image size to about 22-23 kBytes with loading
time shrunk to about 2-3 sec. Obviously it’s not possible to reach any fast
FPS, because of the UART speed imposed bottleneck, but the datasheet of
the VC0706[81], suggests that there’re possible alternative "routes", other
available communication ports - a High-Speed UART (max.921 kbps) or
SPI (max. 18 MHz) interface, which are not populated (accessible) directly
on the camera breakout board, but could be "hacked" (tapped) into by
soldering extra wires to the exposed DSP IC pins and connect their other
end to the appropriate interface pins of the SBC side and use this instead.
At this point it became clear that further investment of time in the
camera development was meaningless. So further work on that regard
was forfeited. Suggestion future is to either continue with the USB camera
module solution or try again with DVP (CSI) interface sensors, as some info
had recently emerged[40].
5.3 Battery Test
In this section the overall capacity of the custom manufactured battery
pack was evaluated, and based on that, an estimate about the possible
autonomous power run-time had been made.
Making a custom battery pack of good quality is possible only if the
batteries (even for the same type and model, from the same vendor) are
uniform in their actual capacitance and voltage - they share the same
characteristics and behavior between them. Often what happens (as
currently in the present thesis) is that a certain cell (or cells) in the battery
pack might not reach their max. rated voltage (usually 4.25V) when
charged. Or, when being charged and discharged, they do so too quickly
due to smaller actual capacitance than their neighbors. This impacts the
quality of the entire pack greatly, as it deprives the pack to reach to its
full potential and provide the rated power to its load. But also by having
a certain cell discharge faster, compared to its other companions, makes
the whole pack to shutdown prematurely as its own voltage goes below
the safely discharge voltage threshold, that the protection circuit monitors
for every cell in the stack. Thus, the total amount of battery capacity for
the back, is effectively defined by (equal to) the cell that has the smallest
capacity in the stack. In the current case (ref. fig.3.24), an individual cell in
the stack is represented by two batteries paired in parallel. This might help
to remedy some of the charge discrepancies, but still the pair that has the
smallest resulting capacitance will determine the overall max. charge for
the entire pack.
So to check whether the accumulator is functional and works correctly,
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Test Battery Voltage Run period Measured Battery Battery Voltage -
[#] (before test) - [V] [mins] Capacity [Ah] (after test) - [V]
1 12.59 55 3.45 10.9
2 12.53 52 3.35 10.88
3 12.34 59 3.42 10.95
4 12.31 55 3.44 10.93
Table 5.3: Scarab battery pack - discharge test results
an endurance test had been performed, where the entire battery pack is
being drained, at its full voltage with constant resistive load, to see what
run time and the total capacitance the battery would exert, before any of
the battery cells go low, and the PCB shuts off the output voltage. For
this setup, a simple circuit comprising of a power source (the battery pack
+ its protection board servicing it and giving out the actual power source
voltage) on one side, a load (a resistor) on the the other, and a measurement
device (a battery capacitance tester) between them, closing the circuit and
current contour, had been implemented and tested. During the walking
gait tests, it has been observed that the robot would consume about 1.8
[A] when standing still in a Balanced posture (shoulders = 0°, hips =
55°and legs = -55°), while when it actually walks the current consumption
would peak to 6 [A]. So the load was constructed to simulate the the
average between the two values, so it dissipates about 3.6 [A] and for that
purpose 10, 33 Ohm 10 W resistors were paralleled together producing 3.3
Ohm, 100W constant load (fig.5.2-(b)). Table 5.3 shows the results of the
conducted number of tests of full discharge.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Battery test setup: (a) - the precision watt meter and power
analyzer, connectng the battery pack (on its source (left) side connector)
to the artificial load (connected on the right side); (b) - the set of resistors
intended to replicate the average robot’s power consumption
As it could be seen from the table, the actual total battery charge is
about 5 times less (about 3.4 [Ah]) than the expected (ideal) 15.6 [Ah].
Investigating this problem , the voltage at the terminals of battery pairs
was inspected and it was found the potential for the middle pair was 3.25 V
compared to the 3.85V for the top and bottom pairs (ref. fig.3.24). This rose
suspicion that either one or both of the middle pair batteries, are having
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smaller capacitance, thus discharging too quickly. But after a recharging
the whole pack, it was also found that the middle pair had not reach the
4.25V limit , but only 4.04V. The behavior could explained either by faulty
battery that has huge discrepancies compared to the rest of the pack during
their manufacture in the factory. Or that either one or both batteries on that
level were damaged during the soldering process of the wiring between
them. As a very hot soldering iron (400°C) had to be applied for prolonged
time so the solder would stick to the metal contacts of the batteries, and
that may deteriorate the batteries quality.
So, to get a better reference of what actually could be the reason for
the previous low reading. Another test was performed with two other new
batteries (of the same brand, model and type) connected in series (allegedly
creating a 7.4V, 7800mAh accumulator), fully charged (see pic.5.3) and
again undergone under the same conditions, subjected to the same load.
This was supposed to check what is the actual capacity of a single battery
of the type (ref. fig.5.3). As the batteries had not a protection circuit, they
were run till they reached 6.0V.
Figure 5.3: Two BRC26650 batteries connected in series to be tested - actual
full voltage
The test revealed that an individual battery is actually only capable of
holding 2.5 [Ah] at most and that they exhibit large differences in their
behavior as far as charge uniformity goes between individual cells. Given
that the same discharge current was going through both batteries, after the
test, the top cell (in this case providing the + end) had reached to 3.05V
while the bottom one (holding the - pole of the pack) had managed to stay
relatively high at 3.52V after the test. This would have explained the lower
overall capacity value for the Scarab’s accumulator, even with the faulty
batteries, of about 3.4 [Ah], instead of a 5 [Ah]. As certain cells will go
under the low-voltage threshold faster than the others. Summarily, the
results were disappointing and revealed a misleading practice in either the
production or sell of batteries, as the present ones were counterfeit and
their parameters differed greatly from the officially stated specification.
Also confirmed were some previously expected fears about the brand from
other experiments with different models[74] and the fault could be put on
the manufacturer or seller.
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Test Charge Time Total Pack Upper pair Middle pair Bottom pair
[#] [mins] Voltage [V] voltage - [V] voltage [V] voltage - [V]
1 76 12.34 4.14 4.04 4.16
2 80 12.30 4.15 4.00 4.15
Table 5.4: Scarab battery pack - test results after recharging the battery pack.
Refering to fig.3.24: - upper pair voltage - between terminals B+ & B1-
;middle pair voltage - between terminals B1- & B2-;bottom pair voltage -
between terminals B2- & B-
The opposite procedure, a recharging test, had also been carried out
to check the overall time needed to fully charge the accumulator and to
see afterwards, the final voltage it would produce for the pack as a whole
and the individual battery pairs in it. For this purpose, a power supply
block was used with its terminals converted to that of normal DC adapter
, plugged in the SMPS2Dynamixel female DC barrel jack, utilizing the
tethered power mode, with output voltage of 15 [V] and motor cables
disconnected from the Dynamixel board so not to draw additional current
(ref. fig5.4). Table5.4 shows the results of the conducted tests.
Figure 5.4: Charging test of the Scarab’s accumulator via the tethered mode
- charging voltage = 15V , charging current = 4.5A initial peak. The test
was performed as a recording of a framelapse video, capturing the led
indicators of the voltage and current, from the moment when the power
jack was inserted till the moment the current indictor settled firmly at 00.0
[A].
As it could be seen, following the charging process, not all batteries
would restore to same voltage level due to the reasons expressed before.
Deciding on a proper charger, a 12-15V 6A power adapter is perfect, but
even a 12V 5A would suffice, as the current intake reduces fast during the
first minutes of recharge.
A direct, full test run, having the robot walking to evaluate how long the
batteries will endure, had not been issued as there isn’t enough laboratory
space to do that. But mostly because the developed so far walking gaits
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are too crude and unbalanced, that running the robot for prolonged time
in any conditions risk breakages in the body or legs and might prove
destructive to the sensors in the feet - ripping them apart, making them
come out of their insertion slots, etc. A problem that manifested itself, in
the walking gait tests later in the robot’s evaluation. Also the servo motors
will eventually overheat due to the heavy structure of the body and this
will impede the time measurement. Nonetheless, even with the current
battery issues, the robot should elaborate for autonomous runs for periods
between 30 and 40 minutes.
As the battery tests were performed after the batteries were wired and
glued and installed in the robot’s chassis, replacing themwould have taken
too much. Ordering new genuine substitutes, waiting for them to arrive,
disassembling and removing the old pack and assembling and inserting
the new one could be task for future project.
5.4 Walking experiments, sensors feedback and cur-
rent consumption
In the following section some of the physical experiments with the
completed Scarab robot are presented, regarding its walking capabilities,
evaluating its performance and sensor readouts in random scenarios and
investigating problems and their source that have appeared as a result
of running the platform. The set up test plan was to initially get the
sensors status and current consumption as the robot is placed in different
situations. For example, when being under no stress, powering different
sections of the body. Complemented with, placing it in different static
stress-inducing postures. Leading to gathering of data during and after
the execution pattern of motions which comprise into walking tests. For
the actual gait experiments several walking surfaces were trialled, using a
single gait for a baseline, as one of the topic of the thesis is to be able to find
out and distinguish between different terrains.
5.4.1 Static Motion Test
In the first part of testing, the robot was divided in sections, by selecting
which parts of it will be powered for measuring the actual current
consumption. Table 5.5 displays the results for the following conditions
- the SBC (with the SoC turned ON) + all the other electronics present
(excluding only the motors), the SBC (with the SoC turned OFF) + all the
other electronics present (excluding only themotors), the servomotors only
and everything combined and connected. The supply block of fig.5.4 was
used for the experiment, set to provide 12VDC. Generally, the robot was in
relaxed state (with joints being able to be manually actuated) as no motor
commands were sent beforehand.
During the experiment with the SBC ON, a small performance test was
run (the prior boot-up of the OS), so that the SoC’s CPU was engaged to
its maximum performance, thus the observed fluctuation of 0.1 [A] could
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Powered section Current [A]
SBC (SoC ON) +
all complementary
electronics 0.2-0.3
SBC (SoC OFF) +
all complementary
electronics 0.1
Servos only 0.4
Overall
(everything ON) 0.6 - 0.7
Table 5.5: Scarab - non-
actuated motors state, power
consumption
Stance Current Time-hold
[A] [mins]
Balanced 1.7 >120
(infinite)
Stand-Up-Low 2 >30
Stand-Up-High 3.6 9
Max-Spread 4.1 1
Table 5.6: Scarab - actuated
motors stances, power con-
sumptions
be substantiated. Which brings about a nice trait, that even at its max.
performance peak, comparing the SoC real current draw (of about 0.2 [A])
with that of the rest of system, like the servo motors, even in their standby
(non-actuated) state (of about 0.4 [A]), the difference is sufficient favoring
towards negligible power demand of computational.
Another test (ref. tab.5.6) was conducted to measure the max. current
draw when the robot was commanded to execute and hold different static
postures by exercising its motors, but also to check the time until they
would eventually overheat and the robot would start to collapse. Three
different stances (with the associated joints angles) were tried - Balanced
(fig.5.5-(a), Base: 0°, Hip: 55°, Leg: -55°) , Stand-Up-Low (fig.5.5-(b), Base:
0°, Hip: 35°, Leg: -40°),Stand-Up-High (fig.5.5-(c), Base: 0°, Hip: 10°, Leg:
25°), and Max-Spread (fig.5.5-(d), Base: 0°, Hip: 10°, Leg: 40°), all of them
expending gradually (listed from left to right) increasing amount of force .
Except for the angles, the rest of the servo motors settings were the default
ones.
Comparing the holding and overheating time of the Scarab to what
had been experienced with the QuadrtaTot while handling and testing it,
both performed similarly. But, the Scarab could be standing in a Balanced,
even Stand-Up-Low position almost infinitely from had been witnessed.
The Balanced posture is especially low taxing on the hip motors (which
are subjected to the most of the shock and constant load when the robot
is moving), as the hip joints are being placed in upmost position which
sets them to rest on the base joint which acts as support and the motor
needn’t exercise so much torque to keep them in position. Anyway,
considering that the larger the protraction of the joints the larger the
current consumption and faster the overheating becomes. And it happens
abruptly when leg joint is being extruded outwards even slightly so, the
produced walking gaits for the later experiments had been designed so
their movements conform closer to the body.
The final phase of the robot evaluation was the readout and visualiz-
ation of the sensors data while the robot was put into different situations
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tests later on, and has been been adapted from the walking periods utilized
for the QuadraTot[83]. As it could be seen, even though the values are
flat, there’s some added bias present on some of them. This is due to the
imperfection of the assembly and integration process of the FSRs inside the
robots legs. Also it is important to remember, that each sensor is going to
behave differently, so that the value changes from these baselines are going
to be and occur differently even if they are caused by same force in the same
manner (its magnitude and direction (orientation) are applied in the same
way). Also specific for each pressure sensor are their (individual) force
thresholds that would "trigger" (inflict) a start of change in the produced
ADC value, as some of the rubber feet would have to be pressed harder
than others to produce significant spike that can be registered. So it is
generally thought that the task is more suitable and should be left for an
EA or ML process to "chew" upon and make sense of the data and infer
its own "conclusions" about the robot’s state, thus the raw (less human-
comprehensible) binary format of the data could be preferred.
Because of the above reasons, the calibration of the pressure sensors
had been abandoned. Given the sheer amount of effort and equipment it
would require. Like special stands that could exert specified amount of
force, at certain angles and manually inputting the applied response from
the sensor and logging this information in a look-up table to be used as
a reference for a further post-processing function which will output more
uniform results, for example, is going to be a tremendous task. Also it
has been noticed that after some work with the platform, the values of the
unloaded baselines would shift (alter permanently), so no absolute stable
reference point could be obtained either.
The measurements of the Gyroscope and Accelerometer during the
same relaxed stance are presented in fig.5.7. Important to note here
is that the depicted values do not translate directly to the polarity and
orientation of the axes imposed by the MPU-9150 chip itself> But follow
a (user-made) Robot’s coordinate system, that modifies (corrects) the
MPU-9150 axes and their polarity to comply better and be more visibly
intuitive for the graphs, as the way the IMU module had been installed
in the robots body could not provide that. The commonly established
axis (directions/orientation) used for Roll, Pitch and Yaw for rotational
movements, and going forward-backwards, left-right and up-down for
linear motions in robot/aircraft/graphical applications[1] are utilized.
With the Robot’s (corrected) coordinate system being described with X
pointing straight at the right side of the robot, Y - directly the front and
Z - straight to the top. The behaviour and interpretation between robot
motions and IMU graphs are expressed below:
For angular motions around the axes, the Gyroscope responds with the
following:
Turning: • right =Gyroscope values go ’-’ for "Z" axis(when robot
tries to turn to the right)
• left = Gyroscope values go ’+’ for "Z" axis(when robot
tries to yaw to the left)
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skipped as problems with the proper configuration and readout of that
portions of the IC (lack of information on how exactly to perform those
actions) were encountered.
5.4.2 Walking Motion Test
The last part of the robot experiments was to develop a simplistic walking
gait for the Scarab, that could be tested on 3 distinct surfaces (ref. fig.5.8)
for certain period of time, while logging the acquired sensor feedback
wo it could be further processed through Machine Learning algorithm to
create a classifier which will be able to distinguish between the previous
mentioned terrains when presented so, and maybe in a future work adapt
the properties of its pattern so it treads over the detected area more
efficiently.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.8: Experimental walking surfaces - (a) - thin synthethic textile
carpet; (b) & (c) - thick spongy (insulation) rubber mat; (a) & (b) - the hard
smooth laminated lab floor (underneath)
The actual development of the gait was based on numerous trials and
errors and built gradually on a heuristic approach, experimenting with
different joint angles, sequences and timings by hard-coding and hand-
tuning most of it. Trying to find a "so-so" performer that would generate
somewhat a stable and distance adequate walking pattern, with low joint
velocities that would not induce too much stress on the system. As time
was progressing a quick and simple solution was sought, the Wave Gait
time pattern, stated in [49](fig.16.26), of limb actuation has served as an
inspiration, and a follow-up modified version of it had been tried. The
implemented gait featured hard-coded sets of motor commands combined
with time delays, replicated for all the 4 limbs of the Scarab, set to execute
the same exact relative step pattern of motions, but just with a constant
time offset introduced between when each of the patterns, sequentially
instantiated for each limb. One of the differences between it and the "stock"
Wave gait is the periods of actuation which are set for each limb, are
implemented in the current task, as a continues (non-interrupted) flow of
motion. There are no pauses, like in the original Wave pattern, where an
entire limb does not move at all.
The job of driving each leg group, is done in individual threads, one
for each limb. A precursor to that is the main process initializing the
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But also at a disadvantage, having the least traction among all the three
surfaces.
The first several walking attempts were conducted while the robot was
tethered (external power provided by SMPS2Dynamixel barrel jack and
communication via Ethernet). Actual behavior of the platform is presented
as time-lapsed series of pictures during the process on fig.5.11.The related
sampled data from the sensors bound to that particular test run are shown
on fig.5.12-(a). Also the sensor feedback from another run performed
under the same conditions with the same settings - fig.5.12 -(b) - to make a
relational comparison.
T=0-2[sec] T=2.51[sec] T=3.01[sec] T=3.51[sec] T=4.01[sec]
T=4.52[sec] T=5.02[sec] T=5.52[sec] T=6.02[sec] T=6.52[sec]
T=7.02[sec] T=7.53[sec] T=8.03[sec] T=8.53[sec] T=9.03[sec]
T=9.53[sec] T=10.03[sec] T=10.54[sec] T=11.04[sec] T=11.54[sec]
T=12.04[sec] T=12.54[sec] T=13.04[sec] T=13.55[sec] T=14.05[sec]
T=14.55[sec] T=15.05[sec] T=15.55[sec] T=16.05[sec] T=16.56[sec]
T=17.06[sec] T=17.56[sec] T=18.06[sec] T=18.56[sec] T=19.40[sec]
Figure 5.11: Sacarab - Laminated (Hard) Lab floor - Walk Test - Image
Sequence, covering the time frame of a single full run.
Looking at the graphs from the FSRs of the originally pictured test run
(fig.5.12 -(a)), its noticeable there’s a slight discrepancy in the initial 2 sec
resting period values as it cannot be guaranteed that robot would be placed
in a perfectly balanced posture, all the time, where all the legs are spread
(positioned) in the same exact and uniform way, thus undergo the same
pressure.The robot might be tilted slightly over (to corner), releasing a leg
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actuation loop, while the X and Y axis appear to overlap (being in phase
and amplitude sync) in their response, implicating that when the robot
pitches up its actually rolling to the right too, and vice versa.
Evaluating visually the overall walking behavior, combined with the
above made remarks, it was obvious the implemented walking pattern
was quite crude, unstable and prone to tumbling and rolling over, which
exposed the somewhat high center of gravity of the platform. Also its
heavy weight inflicted some cases where the motors would stop working,
unable to execute a motor command due to the excess load they had been
subjected when put into a particular (tilted/crooked) posture. But the
main problem that manifested itself more explicitly with the more traction
characterized surfaces later on, was the gait trait unbalanced nature - to
drag feet over the floor.
Another important find was that the Scarab would always over-do
its time for re-setting its legs to safe position at the end of its sensor
logging period, so there will be motion even after the data logging had
ended. The measured distances among runs dwindled between 162 and
172 cm, which given the walk period of only 15 sec amounts to at least 10.8
cm/sec, which could be diverted to (45 cm length of the robot in crouched
Balanced stance) approximately (minimum of) 14.4 bodylenghts/min,
which is only surpassed by the performance attributed to the Evolved
Neural Network(HyperNeat) walking gait for the QuadraTot[83](Table.2).
Even with the above drawbacks it’s obvious that gained data from
different runs (ref. fig.5.12-(a) and fig.5.12-(b)) retain same pattern, and
look quite similar, even in some cases are almost completely identical
(comparing the FSR values of the Front-Right, Back-Left and Back-Right
legs, between the two runs), which is favorable towards identifying
similarities and building-up a classifier algorithm in the future.
Flat (thick) rubber mat
The second surface to be essayed was the flat (thick and cushy) rubber mat,
that proved to have the strongest traction of all the three. A propertywhich,
unfortunately, lead to breakage(ref. fig.5.13) of one of the hip links during
probe (not collecting data) trials and unraveled the weak structure of the
hips when excessive side forces are applied to this particular joint.
To make it lightweight the design of the hip link incorporated a rather
thin structure, presuming that the force that’s going to be encountered,
will be at large in the vertical direction. In contrast, of a small, along the
horizontal plane, pressure applied just when the robot’s body is protruded
forward. So, the thickness of the holding braces for the leg servos were
sacrificed - starting at 6mm and ending in 4mm around the area where the
attached leg joint is rotating inside - for more vertical extrusion and the
reduction of material and weight as a whole.
The fracture manifested itself mostly because two of the characteristics
of the generated walking pattern. The first one being, the parallel
(simultaneous) order and timing of motions between the front and back
limbs (in relation with each other) for each side of the robot, partially
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portrayed on fig.5.11 - 17.56 - 18.06[sec] time period. Referring to the
right side legs, it shows the front one contacting the surface and trying
to move the body forward by rotating the base joint backwards, while at
the same time, the back limb tries to break off from the floor and reset its
position, moving its limb forward for the start of the new motion cycle.
And vice versa, happening at the same time on the left side. So at any
given time both legs are in directional antagonistic relationship with each
other, with only one leg supposedly interacting with the terrain, and with
just a minor time offset in between them to ensure more fluid forward
movement and avoid severe joint clashes. But as a result of the second
issue - the unbalanced posture and lugging along tendency of the robot -
they are both actually stepping (have traction) over the surface during the
whole process. Thus exerting a momentum that tends to tear (rupture) the
body but gets translated onto the hips at most because of their length and
fragile construction.
Another factor at fault was the way the back side (opposite to the horn)
of the servo is fixated to the hip’s brace. As it could be seen from the
figure, the hip just broke on one side, while the other is intact. The reason
for that is, the head of the bolt screwed in the back of the servo is just
revolving freely inside a smooth hole, providing vertical support but no
side tightening of the brace against the body of the servo. So it just slipped
away.
Even though a full run was executed, the robot actually hadn’t
progressed even an inch, but was just trampling on one spot for the
duration of the probing run, with quite erratic and hectic movements. The
hip was quickly replaced but this test surface was forfeited not to risk
further breakages till the gait was perfected.
Figure 5.13: Ruber mat - probe run - hip breakage. The side directed tear
force, snapped the joint in its weak spots - where the braces meld with the
disk, coupling the servos horn to it, and the contraction signifying rotation
the radius of the leg servo inside.
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Synthetic textile carpet
Lastly, the flat (thin) carpet in the motion capture lab of UiO was to be
experimented on. Still utilizing the walking algorithm used originally
for the laminated floor and rubber mat. The sensors results of the tests
(shown on fig.5.14)happened to be rather "noisy" and "spiky" and the gait
performance (pictured on 5.14) was quite hectic and attended a lot of
jumping and swindling around, taking tumble on its back at every instance.
T=0-2[sec] T=2.51[sec] T=3.01[sec] T=3.51[sec] T=4.01[sec]
T=4.52[sec] T=5.02[sec] T=5.52[sec] T=6.02[sec] T=6.52[sec]
T=7.02[sec] T=7.53[sec] T=8.03[sec] T=8.53[sec] T=9.03[sec]
T=9.53[sec] T=10.03[sec] T=10.54[sec] T=11.04[sec] T=11.54[sec]
T=12.04[sec] T=12.54[sec] T=13.04[sec] T=13.55[sec] T=14.05[sec]
T=14.55[sec] T=15.05[sec] T=15.55[sec] T=16.05[sec] T=16.56[sec]
T=17.06[sec] T=17.56[sec] T=18.06[sec] T=18.56[sec] T=19.40[sec]
Figure 5.14: Sacarab - Textile carpet - Walk Test - Image Sequence, covering
the time frame of a single full run.
Whatever was stated about the FSRs graphs for the laminated floor
holds the same statuse as in this case. It was initially speculated that
threading onto softer surfices would induce more smoothened graph
peaks. Even though there’s seem to be a lot short termed (high freuency)
oscillations present in the graphs. They still pertain their similarities
between test runs. The IMU data looks like it had been "mashed" together,
with the Accelerometer graphs overalaping each other for all the 3 axes,
which is quite distinct from the relative "space gap" that Z-axis had over
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25°. A two probing runs were executed. At the end of the second one
the robot’s carcass tore apart(ref. fig.5.16). The reason partially being the
one mentioned in the rubber mat section, but also due to the snapping of
the bolt "ear" lugs on the corners of the carrier plate around the area where
the nuts are supposed to be inserted. As the carrier plate also had a role of
gripping and holding the torso from stretching and pulling itself apart.
At this point any further testingwas dropped, due to the obvious lack of
structural strength and rigidity, and mostly for fear of irreversible damage
to the electronics - short circuits from broken cables, broken or ruptured
PCB boards, etc.
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Part III
Conclusion and future work
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Given the present circuimstances it has become evidently clear that the
Scarab would need to be totally remodeled. The pirsuit for low-weight had
left the robot quite fragile in some areas (like the body and hips) which have
to be redesigned in certain directions. Increasing rigidity by increasing the
thichkness of the weight subjected parts, like the holding brackets for the
hips with additionally implementing a grid of structural bars inside and
the thickness of the side lines of the torso. For the last the ribs of the body
could be shrinked
Further improving on the balance and stability of the walking gait is
needed. Maybe a evolutionary algorithm running on the inputs of the
robots sensors + measerment of the travelled distance could prove to hav
Sensor wise - the sensitiveity must be improved as there are blank gaps
still where a specific orientation posture of the leg towards the ground
might not put in motion any of the rubber feet (no feet contact) A solution
to this group the feet even more tightly together (the gaps between (plastic
borders) all sensors must be reduced) and also increase their total number.
Meaning of robitics "Robotics embodies three ideas: first, that robots
can be useful machines; "second - Robots can be ’working models’
of life, intelligence, evolution, or even culture; and third, robots are
imitation of life." "Robots - idea as working models in science started in
earnest with W. Grey Walter and his 1950 robot tortoises. What better
example of than a neurophyiologist choosing to build robots to t test
ideas on brain connectivity. Robots can be described as an ’embodied
simulation’."[page 130-131, 82]
"Current anthromoprhic and zoomorphic robots are crude simulacra at
best, but as practice of robotics advances they will become less crude. "[82]
"Previous work has shown that quadruped gaits perform better when
they are regular (i.e. when the legs are co- ordinated) (Clune et al., 2009a,
2011; Valsalam and Mi- ikkulainen, 2008)." [83]
5.5 Leg assembly
Even during the basic actions , like standung up and protracting or
retracing the legs around, trying diferent postures, lead to reaping/tear
down of the sensor pads and feet from the slots appropriated for them.
A the rubber foot would have sit in deeper, increase double the extrusion
length and increase the height of the rubber foot, but also the foot must
be surrounded with borders keeping, not allowing to be pulled/draged or
slip aside, and, when under pressure from its positionit in place . The side
,twist and side forces that rip it off,
5.6 Feet sensors
After the assembly of the legs and entire torso was fin
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5.7 Measurements and tests
In the following section it is reviewed the some of the performed
measurements and observations f
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Part IV
Apendix
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All the files (documents, pictures, Solidwork files, SBC (OS) images,
instructions, etc.) that helped make this thesis happen, plus additional
information and other material are going to be available at: https://mega.
nz/#F!qJt2URTJ!qLhxlXKVbWJQYn0ZBDQlVQ
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